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VILLA MANAGEMENT

With you every step of the way
Letting your property can be a scary business. We want to make sure that you get exactly what
you want, whether it’s a manager to maintain your property in your absence for peace of mind
or full rental management to maximise your return on investment.

Your way

There are a number of different ways we can manage your property.
Choose from our many services to ensure your property is managed the
way you want it.

Maximising rental income

We realise that the needs of each homeowner are different. We can tailor
your management package to suit your needs, be it short term or long
term rentals.

Keeping our promise

We will always care for your property as if it were our own. No matter
the issue we want you to feel you can let us take care of it to give you the
peace of mind you want when leaving your property in our care.

Call us on +1 268 562 8174
to find out more about our services

We insist on only using the best
and most qualified maintenance
staff for all our properties

www.villa-management-antigua.com
2
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TAILOR MADE
ANTIGUA

Your Caribbean
adventure starts here

If you are looking for a Caribbean holiday and require the elite service and luxury of a five
star hotel combined with the privacy and independence of hiring a private villa, then you
have come to the right place.
Tailor Made Antigua provides bespoke holiday planning services. Looking for a vacation with a difference? Our extensive
local knowledge, creativity and passion allow us to craft a deluxe holiday experience totally unique to you.

UK Office: +44 (0)1730 301370 | Cell UK: +44 (0)7725 899339 | Cell Antigua: +1 268 764 5874
Info@TailorMadeAntigua.com | www.TailorMadeAntigua.com
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LETTER FROM LUXURY LOCATIONS

T

he sweet scent of Lady of the
Night flowers; the after-dark
chipper of dozens of tiny tree
frogs; the subtle aroma of rich pepperpot
stew; and the oaky taste of rum. The
sights, sounds, flavours and textures of
Antigua & Barbuda leave an indelible
impression on the thousands of people
that visit our twin islands each year.
International reggae star Maxi Priest
may have grown up in London but both
feet were metaphorically rooted in the
Caribbean, as he tells Luxury Locations
Magazine in an exclusive interview
on page 56. The 58-year-old casts an
unflinching retrospective eye across the
London of his youth in all its fractured
manifestations, the Jamaican heritage
which gave it colour, and his love for
music which endures today. He also lets
us inside the occasional discord which
occurred when working on his new album
with fellow reggae legend Shaggy.
With the new tourist season in
full swing, don’t miss our top picks of
eco-friendly activities to delight and
enthral on page 66. Experience the best
our islands have to offer, taking only
memories, leaving only footprints.
Pages 62 to 64 showcase some of

Antigua’s understated artistic talents,
while the page 16 feature about the
forthcoming digital version of the Eastern
Caribbean dollar should be of interest
to anyone looking to expand business
ventures here.
Our always popular party pages
once again capture the highlights of
the country’s diverse social scene, from
Carnival to the inaugural Antigua’s Got
Talent.
There’s also a plethora of articles
offering a glimpse behind the scenes
of some of the islands’ most successful
enterprises – and its biggest personalities
too, like diver and conservationist Martha
Watkins Gilkes who gets candid on page
112.
Finally, as always, the pages towards
the back reveal a wide selection of
properties available for sale and rent
across Antigua. Because, whether you’re
a first-time visitor who’s fallen head
over heels for our winsome islands or
if your love affair with them dates back
decades – as Maxi Priest will testify – a
trip to Antigua & Barbuda stays with you
forever. n

Advertising and editorial queries and
suggestions should be directed to
info@luxurylocations.com

Use the QR codes to go directly to Luxury
Locations’ videos. IPhone users will find a built-in
QR reader in the Wallet app; Android users can
download a QR reader. Don’t forget to subscribe to
our YouTube channel.
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Experience a real sense of occasion...
Le Bistro: Deliciously
Le Bistro, Antigua’s �irst authentic French restaurant, was opened in 1981. Since then, its
authentic
French cuisine
popularity, with both visitors and locals, has never waned. Today, Le Bistro is and remains

one of Antigua’s most frequented restaurants. Dining here is close to luxurious perfection.
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Le Bistro
French Restaurant
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Open Tuesday - Sunday from 6:30pm with last orders at 10:30pm. Closed on Mondays.
Hodges Bay, St. John’s, Antigua • T: (268) 462 3881 • F: (268) 461 5543 • E: pgbistro@candw.ag

www.antigualebistro.com

European hospitality with a
Caribbean twist
With stunning views over Falmouth Harbour, this bustling, long-running cafe
has a full bar, table seating, indoor sports screen and a lounge area with low
sofas and easy chairs. Your friendly hosts Vanessa and Ton offer a simple
menu inspired by their Dutch roots, with a smattering of Mediterranean
influences at consistently excellent quality. Only the freshest ingredients
and seasonal vegetables are used to create tasty, colourful dishes. Cloggy’s
is perfect for a stolen lunch break, lazy afternoon on the gallery watching
the world go by or an indulgent evening lingering over excellent food and
chilled wine. We specialise in excellent wines and beers.

Don’t miss our Sunday brunch from 11.30am–4.30pm.
Sunday Funday Party Night from 6pm until late, with DJ Tanny.
Open Tuesdays to Saturdays for lunch and Wednesday to Saturday for dinner. Closed June to late August.
Cloggy’s Café, Antigua Yacht Club Marina Building, 2nd floor

• cloggyscafe@yahoo.com

Call (+268) 460-6910 / 764-8083
luxury locations issue 17 PRINT!.indd 9
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About Luxury
Locations
Multi-award winning real estate services

L

uxury Locations has gone from
strength to strength since launching
operations a decade ago. Established
by Nadia Dyson as a boutique real estate
agency in 2009, the company has grown
and adapted to the changing market and
the economic climate.
The past 10 years in Caribbean real
estate have not been without challenges.
Despite this, Luxury Locations has
advanced from its fledgling roots to
become the largest and most wellrespected real estate agency in Antigua,
offering residential, commercial, hotel and
development sales, property management
services, plus publishing and digital
marketing.
Luxury Locations continuously strives
to improve the quality of services offered,
resetting the bar each time.
Our hard work has been recognised

on several occasions by international
awards bodies. In 2013 we won two top
spots for Caribbean real estate services
and real estate marketing at the Overseas
Property Professionals Awards. Just a year
later we received a second award for real
estate service quality.

In November 2019, we were delighted
to once again find ourselves in the
limelight for both our real estate and
marketing services at the International
Property Awards.
In 2016, the International Property
Awards named Luxury Locations the best
in the country for real estate marketing.
And in November 2019, we were
delighted to once again find ourselves in
the limelight for both our real estate and
marketing services at the International
Property Awards.

So why the continuous accolades
year after year? We have a simple ethos
at Luxury Locations that has seen us
through the past decade and helped us
expand and improve our offerings. And
that can be summarised in one question –
what can we do better?
With that in mind, we have
introduced a whole host of new services
from concierge assistance, aerial videos
and 3D imaging, to development
consultancy and digital marketing to
create a new age of real estate services –
not only in the Caribbean but throughout
the world.
Our aim is to be the best at
everything we do and never accept
anything less. So whether you are buying
or selling, renting or letting, or are just
interested to know more about what the
local property market has to offer, you
will always be in safe hands with Luxury
Locations Real Estate Antigua. n

Scan code to
watch the video

Head Office, Portofino Offices,
Jolly Harbour, St Mary’s, Antigua, WI
Call +1 268 562 8174
info@luxurylocations.com
www.luxurylocations.com
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ADVERTORIAL

Admiral’s Inn &
Gunpowder Suites
FROM HISTORY TO NIGHTLIFE, LUXURIOUS ACCOMMODATION
TO TOP NOTCH EATERIES – PILLARS AND BOOM – LORD NELSON’S
FORMER HAUNT HAS IT ALL

W

hether it’s to commemorate
a milestone family event or
simply to spend quality time
with relatives, multi-generational holidays
have become de rigueur among today’s
international travellers.
The challenge is in finding a location that
captivates grandparents, while appeasing
fun-loving youngsters and overworked
parents in need of some downtime.
One place that blithely bridges the
generation gap is the elegant environs of
Admiral’s Inn & Gunpowder Suites in
English Harbour. This charming, familyrun hotel boasts an unrivalled position
in the heart of a tranquil historical site,
yet is within walking distance of beaches,
boutiques and pulsating nightlife.
“We are the exact opposite of the coopedup, all-inclusive experience,” says codirector Astrid Deeth. “There’s so much to
do in the surrounding area that appeals to
all age groups; the older set love to explore
the historical sites and stroll around the
shops and cafes, while the younger ones can
enjoy sailing, hiking and scuba diving, plus
the lively music scene.”

Admiral’s Inn oozes ambience from
its evocative setting within 18th century
Nelson’s Dockyard, a former haunt of the
legendary British naval officer who lent it
his name, and today a UNESCO World
Heritage Site.
Here, luxury meets authenticity thanks
to the careful restoration of its buildings,
sympathetic to their era but with the
contemporary comforts Lord Nelson
could only have dreamed of.
Admiral’s Inn comprises 19 rooms
in its three waterfront buildings with
12 luxurious Gunpowder Suites on
the adjacent headland. The exceptional
accommodation and first-rate fare served
up at its two restaurants, Pillars and
Boom, have earned it two industry awards
and several nominations as the finest in
the region.
Talented head chef Angela Joseph is
at the helm of the eateries’ raved-about
cuisine – contemporary with a Caribbean
twist. Outside guests are warmly welcomed
and the menus’ offerings have recently
been broadened to include a range of
price points from freshly-made pasta to

exquisite seafood.
“Pillars’ setting overlooking the water
is hard to beat, especially at night when
the historic stone pillars are lit up,” Astrid
continues.
Its leisurely poolside counterpart Boom
attracts foodies from far and wide. Day
beds, loungers and hammocks make this
an all-day hangout.
New on the scene at Admiral’s Inn, and
complementing its sublime Powder Room
Spa, are private yoga classes. Eco-friendly
themes are also in evidence throughout
the hotel, like the water filters in each
well-appointed room and the no-plastic
straw and bottle policy.
But there is one aspect that makes
Admiral’s Inn & Gunpowder Suites a firm
favourite with guests of all ages. And Astrid
is well-placed to testify having recently
hosted dozens of her own family and
friends here for a relative’s wedding.
“The best feedback was about our staff,”
she adds. “They go above and beyond every
time, give the place its warm atmosphere
and make everyone feel at home.” n

To reserve a room or a meal at Boom or Pillars
restaurants call +1 268 460-1027,
email reservations@admiralsinnantigua.com
or visit www.admiralsantigua.com
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SUPERYACHT FEATURE

Is the future of
yachting green?
Superyacht Gatsby doesn’t just look sensational,
she’s fuel-efficient too

S

uperyacht holidays are generally
about as eco-sensitive as an
intercontinental private jet jaunt
taking in a pyrotechnics convention in a
rainforest before hand-feeding Big Macs
to vaquita porpoises.
Leonardo DiCaprio’s image as a
green crusader certainly took a dent when
he was pap-snapped aboard the dieselguzzling, 482ft leviathan Topaz.
The yachting fraternity can, however,
take some heart in the fact that today’s
megayachts are slowly making inroads
into becoming more sustainably built and
cleaner to run.
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From environmentally-friendly
materials to solar and wind-powered
hybrids, zero-emissions cruising is no
longer the preserve of sailboats.
While it’s unlikely Greta Thunberg
will be setting foot on it anytime soon,
the graceful S/Y Gatsby tips a hat to
carbon-consciousness.
Her displacement hull prioritises
efficiency over breakneck speed, resulting
in lower consumption and reduced
emissions. At a trifling 100ft she’s
pleasantly low-key too. (You feel me,
Leo?)
Previously listed for sale at US$6
million, this stylish tri-deck vessel was
designed by Pietro Mingarelli and
Filippetti Yacht as part of the Italian
shipyard’s green line.
She is now available for charter via
Monaco-based broker Yachting Partners
International (YPI) for a cool US$89,000
a week – plus VAT and 30 per cent
expenses. (Don’t forget the tip).
Twin 1200 mHP diesel engines propel
Gatsby to her top speed of 16 knots. Her
cruising speed is a moderate 12 knots, at
which rate she gets through around 120
litres of gas an hour, significantly lower
than most of her peers.
The Cayman Islands-flag bearing
beauty can sleep up to 12 guests in her
six luxurious and well-appointed cabins.
If you’re lucky enough to be the primary

14
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guest, chances are you’ve bagged the
VIP suite which consumes the entire
upper deck and comprises a master cabin
and two-room ensuite with oversized
shower, plus dressing room and large
office. But with its own private circular
terrace offering panoramic sea views, sunloungers and cocktail tables, you won’t
want to spend too much time in the latter.
The lower deck is home to four
ensuite guest cabins, two with double
beds and two twins. (Choose your
companions wisely: Gatsby’s low gas
consumption translates to fewer refuelling
stops.)
There are also three cabins in
the independent crew quarters to
accommodate a team of five staff.
Gatsby’s main deck offers views on
both sides and features a light-filled main
salon, contemporarily styled with creamhued sofas and a 10-person dining area.
Those who prefer to eat with breeze

in their hair will appreciate the shaded
table outside, while the aft deck is ideal
for soaking up the view and enjoying a
cocktail or three.

The Cayman Islands-flag
bearing beauty can sleep up to
12 guests in her six luxurious
and well-appointed cabins. If
you’re lucky enough to be the
primary guest, chances are
you’ve bagged the VIP suite
which consumes the entire
upper deck...
Water babies will love Gatsby’s
range of aquatic toys which include a
jetski, waterskis, wakeboard, Seabob and
two-person doughnut. The ocean-level
swim platform ensures a graceful entry
and exit into the water and there is also a

Williams Dieseljet 505 tender on hand.
Needless to say, WiFi connection is
available throughout the vessel; Gatsby’s
sleek lines and cool styling make repeated
Insta uploads a must. Shaky hands? The
vessel’s zero speed stabilisers help keep
those shots on point.
Launched in 2014, Gatsby quickly
garnered attention among industry chiefs,
nabbing a finalist spot at the World
Superyacht Awards in 2015. That same
year she also earned a finalist position at
the Showboats Design Awards for the
environmental protection award.
In conclusion, she may be some
way from the carbon-neutral Malizia
II sailboat favoured by climate activist
Thunberg but Gatsby would certainly
have given Leo’s PR team less of a
headache. n
By Gemma Handy
All photographs by Yachting Partners
International (YPI)
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MONEY FEATURE

Easy money
Digital EC dollar a ‘game-changer’ for the
way the region does business

I

f you’ve ever lamented Antigua’s
habitual insistence on cash-based
transactions – or the logistical hurdles
when paying for goods in a neighbouring
island – regional finance chiefs are
offering a solution.
Doing business in the Eastern
Caribbean is about to get easier and more
cost-effective too.
March 2020 will see the launch of
the world’s first digital currency to be
issued by a central bank using blockchain
technology.

ECCB bosses also hope to
improve financial inclusion in
the Caribbean where currently
around half of adults are
unbanked.
The pioneering move by the Eastern
Caribbean Central Bank (ECCB)
aims to slash cash usage by half, boost
entrepreneurship and increase trade links
between the eight nations which use the
EC dollar.
Antigua is one of four countries –
along with St Kitts & Nevis, Grenada,
and St Lucia – taking part in a six-month
pilot project to test the digital dollar’s
(DXCD) uptake and efficacy.
The securely minted currency can
be used for speedy transactions between
consumers and merchants, as well as
informally among friends and family, at
no cost to either party.
ECCB bosses also hope to improve
financial inclusion in the Caribbean
where currently around half of adults are
unbanked.

“People rely heavily on cash because
so many don’t have bank accounts. But
nearly everyone has a smart device which
means they can access a digital currency,”
explains ECCB spokeswoman Sharmyn
Powell.
“We also want to reduce the costs
of doing business which, for many
small vendors and entrepreneurs, are
prohibitive.
“This is a cheaper alternative to
expensive wire transfers and also credit
card fees which are typically 3-5%.
“We hope it will facilitate better trade
opportunities between countries using the
EC dollar as people will be able to buy
and pay for goods quickly and easily on
their smartphone.”
The ECCB signed a contract in
February with Barbados-based fintech
firm Bitt which is creating the software
for two apps suitable for androids and
iOS devices.
Bitt CEO Rawdon Adams said
he hoped the move would “enhance
economic growth and the quality of life
for ordinary people”.
A handful of cash-in-cash-out
facilities will be set up in each of the
four participating countries to enable
people to transfer physical cash to its
digital counterpart. All transactions will
be recorded on the apps which will also
make it easier for people to save and keep
track of their spending.
A public education programme is
currently underway across the region.
“The pilot will enable us to assess
transactions, see what the uptake is and
gauge the response from merchants. The
anecdotal data will give us a sense of
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‘The pioneering move by the Eastern
Caribbean Central Bank (ECCB) aims to
slash cash usage by half, boost entrepreneurship
and increase trade links between the eight
nations which use the EC dollar.’
whether this will work on a commercial
basis,” Powell continues.
“One important point to emphasise
is that this is not a cryptocurrency like
Bitcoin. Its value will not change; it is
exactly the same currency as the EC
dollar, just in a digital form,” she adds.
Blockchain technology was originally
created for Bitcoin, the world’s first
decentralised cryptocurrency, and is now
seen as holding significant potential for
e-commerce.
A blockchain is a growing list of
transactions, organised into blocks and
linked using cryptography. It can be
public or private. The DXCD will use
the private Hyperledger Fabric platform
which allows the ECCB control over who
can access the network and thus increased
security.
ECCB chiefs hope to eventually
roll out the digital currency across all
eight countries using the EC dollar. The
remaining four not included in the pilot
are Anguilla, Dominica, Montserrat, and
St Vincent & The Grenadines. The EC
dollar has been pegged to the US dollar
since 1976 with an exchange rate of
EC$2.70 to US$1.
ECCB Governor Timothy Antoine
said not only would the DXCD reduce
reliance on cash, it would “promote
greater financial sector stability, and
expedite the growth and development of
member countries”.
“It would be a game-changer for the
way we do business,” he added. n
By Gemma Handy
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TAILOR MADE
ANTIGUA

Tailor Made
Antigua
Luxury vacations lovingly crafted for you

H

oliday time is precious – and
cookie-cutter vacations no longer
cut the mustard. Tailor Made
Antigua doesn’t book holidays, we curate
them.
The award-winning crew behind
Luxury Locations calls these islands
home and that’s why there are few better
placed than us to craft made-to-measure
experiences featuring the very finest our
twin islands have to offer.
Collectively, we have more than three
decades’ experience working with high-end
clientele who require complete concierge
services. Extending beyond luxury villa
rentals into bespoke travel was an organic
step, says the company’s founder Nadia
Dyson.
“Our guests are looking for an extra
special experience. Tailor Made Antigua
allows us to create custom-made breaks,
encompassing the best options for

everything from dining and entertainment,
to sampling local culture with a deluxe
twist,” she says.
Today’s travellers don’t want a generic,
one-size-fits-all approach. We provide
genuine authentic experiences without
ever sacrificing comfort. Having a trusted
agency take care of the finer details
not only saves you valuable time in the
planning process, it means you can relax
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Each one of our exceptional villas gives you the
freedom and independence of a private home but with
the elite, hands-on service of a five-star hotel.
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once you’re here, knowing we have your
best interests at heart.
Each one of our exceptional villas gives
you the freedom and independence of a
private home but with the elite, hands-on
service of a five-star hotel.
There’s the contemporary cool of
Villa Champagne, set within the exclusive
gated community of Galley Bay Heights,
home to world-renowned fashion designer
Giorgio Armani. Or the sensational
Caribbean Sea views from Villa Sunset, set
into the hillside at the Sugar Ridge resort.
The vast Villa Sugar Mill with its six
exquisitely-appointed bedrooms is hard
to beat. Although the stunning Villa
Flower – just a stone’s throw away, with a
chic, uber-modern ambience and its own
massage and steam rooms – could give it a
run for its money.
“With airport transfers and 24-hour
concierge services inclusive with all of our
luxury listings, as soon as you step foot on
the island we will be there to offer as much

or as little support as you need,” Nadia
says.
Fulfilling travel dreams is about much
more than just a sublime spot to relax
and lay your head of course. We love to
introduce our guests to some of Antigua’s
most exhilarating and unique activities.
What better way to scout out the
island’s secluded beaches than with a
champagne picnic on your own private
superyacht charter? We can also arrange
sailing excursions, scuba diving and
snorkelling trips, or swimming with wild
stingrays.
There are numerous dry-land
adventures too, taking in historic fortresses
or off-the-beaten-track hikes with one of
our expert guides. Looking for something
more relaxing? Spa treatments, yoga, and
dining with your own private chef can all
be arranged in a host of singular locations.
For many people, being on holiday
doesn’t mean foregoing your usual fitness
routine. Personal trainer Ron Pile will

bring his ‘Fitcation’ services directly to you
so you can stay fighting fit and in shape
without leaving home.
Whether in need of some simple R&R
– or on the hunt for adrenaline, excitement
and cultural enrichment – Tailor Made
Antigua offers much more than sun, sea
and sand. We orchestra travel experiences
that redefine luxury, resulting in aweinspiring memories.
How about that for a refreshing
alternative to the ‘beach, eat, sleep, repeat’
style of old. n
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www.tailormadeantigua.com
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Antigua Head Office:
Caribbean Alliance House, Cnr. Newgate & Cross Streets, St. John’s • Tel: +1 (268) 484 2900
Falmouth Branch: Antigua Yacht Club Commercial Centre • Tel: +1 (268) 484 2967/68
Anguilla • Antigua & Barbuda • Ascension Island • Bahamas • Barbados • British Virgin Islands • Cayman Islands • Dominica
Falkland Islands • Grenada • Montserrat • St. Kitts & Nevis • St. Lucia • St. Maarten • St. Vincent & The Grenadines • Turks & Caicos

The Eastern Caribbean’s only Insurance Company Rated A.M. Best “A”(Excellent).
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Life is sweeter
at Sugar Ridge
Resort’s luxury villas promise superlative scenery,
first-class facilities and investment with
a company you can trust

I

t’s not just that sensational view
overlooking a panorama of
resplendent aquamarine water that
attracts investors to a property at Sugar
Ridge. An informal canvass of the luxury
resort’s homeowners reveals a plethora of
positives from first-class infrastructure to
a company that inspires trust in the most
cautious clientele.
Plunging their family’s finances into
a venture in a foreign land was not a
decision to be taken lightly for Cheryll
and Mike Rogers. The couple from
Dorset in England scrutinised new build
and older residences all over the island
first.
“We were drawn to Sugar Ridge
because it was the only development that
had put all of the infrastructure in before
building the homes,” Cheryll tells Luxury
Locations Magazine.
“We of course looked into the company
that owns the property and were very
comfortable investing. We are a very
cautious couple and having a house built
so far away from home was a real leap of
faith.”
Sugar Ridge’s home sites are available
at various elevations with sizes spanning
a third to three-quarters of an acre. They
all enjoy secluded, ocean-facing hillside
settings but are within walking distance
of Jolly Harbour’s abundant amenities.
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Investors can opt for a custom-built
property or one of four contemporary
designs, each exquisitely finished with
glorious outdoor spaces and an infinity
pool. The resort’s acclaimed designer
Charmaine Werth is on hand to infuse
her magic into the impressive interiors
and ensure practicality as well as
superlative styling, in sync with clients’
individual tastes.
Cheryll worked closely with Sugar
Ridge’s architectural team to create the
couple’s spectacular three-bedroom villa
and adjacent guest cottage.

“It really couldn’t have been easier,” she
recalls. “We chose the plot and designed
our home with the help of the architect
who had expertise of the tricky aspects of
building a home on a hill.
“We’ve never done anything like this
before and the journey was made simple
and painless. We made stage payments as
the building progressed, and everything
was built to a time schedule which was
pretty accurate.”
The couple, who have three children,
have been enjoying their paradise abode
for four years.
23
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“The finished product was so far
beyond our expectations – a home we
would never have dreamt we would have,”
Cheryll adds.
Today, some of the world’s most
successful and affluent people choose
Sugar Ridge to put down permanent
roots. Those who decide to open up their
property to holiday rentals reap generous
financial returns.
For Marc and Stacey Garvey, who
divide their time between Antigua and
New York, it was the resort’s exceptional
facilities, like its well-equipped gym,
that inspired them to create their threebedroom holiday pad here.

It is now more than a decade since
Sugar Ridge opened its uber-chic
doors to business. The private
villas, protected by round-theclock security, offer unlimited
access to the resort’s world-class
restaurants, bar, gym and Aveda
Concept spa and salon.
They were also drawn to the threeyear guarantee given as standard on all
workmanship in a Sugar Ridge property,
along with Antigua’s low crime rate and
excellent value for money compared to
many of its regional neighbours.
These days, Villa Sunset is one of
Antigua’s most highly rated vacation
homes and earns rave reviews from guests
who laud its stunning setting, proximity
to amenities and luxurious design.
The building process was “awesome”
thanks to steely guidance every step of
the way from Sugar Ridge’s diligent team,
Marc says. “They were there for us 100
per cent,” he recalls.
It is now more than a decade since
Sugar Ridge opened its uber-chic doors
to business. The private villas, protected by
round-the-clock security, offer unlimited
access to the resort’s world-class
restaurants, bar, gym and Aveda Concept
spa and salon.
Owners enjoy a special “camaraderie”
24
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too, Marc testifies, giving the place a
familial ambience. “Location, location,
location is what makes ownership
here a pleasure,” he adds. “The best
Antigua has to offer in terms of beaches,
restaurants and a ton of things to do are
all just minutes away. What’s to dislike?
Nothing.”
And on top of all of that, there’s “the
best view in the Caribbean”. n
Sugar Ridge was named Best MixedUse Development Antigua and Best
Residential Development Antigua in the
2019 International Property Awards.
All villas are approved under the
government’s citizenship by investment
programme, entitling buyers to apply for
an Antigua & Barbuda passport.
Visit www.sugarridgeantigua.com, email
info@luxurylocations.com or call
+1 268 562-8174 for details.
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ROWING FEATURE

Your new Antiguan address
South Point Antigua is a boutique hotel with condo style waterfront suites, located in the
heart of English Harbour, on the twin-island paradise of Antigua & Barbuda.
With 1- and 2-bedroom luxury waterfront suites available, it is the perfect opportunity for
anyone looking for a combination investment and vacation pied-à-terre. It’s also just a
short stroll from the glorious beaches, nightlife and fascinating historical haunts – including
UNESCO World Heritage Site Nelson’s Dockyard – that helped put Antigua on the tourist map.
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UK: +44 203 868 6241 | US/CAN: +1 800 857 2082 | Antigua: +1 268 562 9600
www.southpoint.com
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Passion meets innovation
at ColibrI
The hip bistro in the heart of English Harbour brings multicultural
flair and a nostalgic vibe

D

esigning a menu around the
eclectic tastes of English
Harbour’s diverse, multinational
community requires creativity, vision and
a side helping of je ne sais quoi.
The delectable dishes served up
at Colibri restaurant are a winning
combination of French classics and
Creole influences spanning the French
Antilles all the way to New Orleans.
The Dockyard Drive-based eatery was
inspired by owner Didier Deleau’s French
roots and his American wife Leah’s travels
throughout the Caribbean.
“These wide-ranging influences
give us freedom to play with ideas and
flavours, which seem to resonate with the
mix of locals, expats, yachties and tourists
we have here in the Harbour. We’re really
lucky to live in such a supportive and
diverse community,” Didier says.
TripAdvisor users consistently rate

Colibri’s fare as excellent and a refreshing
addition to the lively district’s dining
scene. Special mentions are often given to
the attentive and friendly staff.

A blend of modern and retro
styling translates to a vintage,
authentic feel, evoking
nostalgia of bygone days.
But it’s not just the food and service
which have made Colibri – open since
December 2018 – such a hit with local
and international guests. The charming,
Caribbean cottage setting ensconced in
tropical gardens offers a relaxed, easy
vibe and a variety of seating options; the
elegant dining room inside the cottage,
an al fresco garden terrace, a welcoming
cabana-style bar, and a vibrant streetfront lounge.

Magnificent lofty trees keep the
garden cool during the day and the
twinkling lights they’re embellished with
are magical in the evening. A blend of
modern and retro styling translates to a
vintage, authentic feel, evoking nostalgia
of bygone days, but with a twist of au
courant. As night progresses, things turn
up a notch; live music and DJ appearances
turn the after-dinner scene into an
upbeat, hip hangout.
Complementing the carefully curated
list of French wines is a fun and fresh
range of cocktails incorporating the herbs
and spices of the region.
Signature tipples include the ‘Ti’
Colibri’ featuring grapefruit infused
vodka, elderflower, grapefruit, lemon
and rosemary. The signature mocktail is
Hibiscus Punch with ginger, cinnamon,
star anise, sugar and lime. Be sure to ask
about the large selection of rhum arrangé,
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traditional infused rums of the French
Antilles.
Colibri’s revolving menu relies on
the freshest and finest locally-sourced
ingredients. Specialities include mussel
platters, foie gras, chicken Colombo,
lobster risotto, sweet and savory crepes.
“We are inspired by bistronomy and
the art of modern cuisine but equally
value the deep traditions in home
cooking. We present delicious and
beautiful food that isn’t too fussy,” Didier
adds.
“Combining our love for food and
passion for our craft, we strive to create an
unforgettable dining experience.” n
Colibri on Dockyard Drive, English
Harbour, is open Monday to Saturday.
Lunch is 12pm-4pm, bar menu 5pm-10pm
and dinner 6.30pm-9.30pm.
Bar is open 12pm-12am.
Visit www.colibri-antigua.com,
email info@colibri-antigua.com
or call +1 268 460-3434.
Find them on Facebook, Instagram,
TripAdvisor.
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Wake up and smell
the coffee
Carib Bean Coffee Roasters: Put a little island in your cup

C

offee is more than a morning
pick-me-up. It’s an art, a science
and a passion. Just ask the team
at Carib Bean Coffee Roasters who have
spent the last 20 years perfecting their
blends using only the finest Arabica
beans.
It’s not just the superior roasting
techniques that have made this Antiguabased brand islanders’ favourite way to
start the day. Each bag is roasted to order,
guaranteeing its freshness, and available
as whole bean or ground.
From the light, easily drinkable
‘Joy in the Morning’, an exotic blend of
Ethiopian and Sumatran coffee, to the
darkest roast ‘Primo Espresso’ which
delivers an extra kick, there are 16
different varieties to choose from.
The supercharged and ubercaffeinated team pride themselves on
their customer service – and that means
never, ever running out of your favourite
brew.

Customers receive a personal call at
the beginning of each week to place their
order which is then roasted especially
for them, explains the company’s Naomi
Millard.

From world-famous superyachts
to coffee shops, eateries and
supermarkets, Carib Bean sells
its speciality beans at generous
wholesale rates.
“Once roasted we allow it to sit for 48
hours to degas before packaging it. This
means they’re getting the freshest, highest
quality coffee possible.”
People are free to drop in to Carib
Bean’s Horsford Hill base for a cuppa
and a cake. Wednesday mornings during
high season feature ‘open roast’ sessions at
10am; customers can watch the process of
preparing the beans using the Sivetz fluid
bed roasting system.

30
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While most coffee companies roast
their beans using conductive heat –
allowing them to touch the hot steel of
the drum – the Sivetz system lifts the
beans on a bed of hot air which keeps
them moving and prevents scorching,
resulting in a cleaner, more aromatic taste.
Carib Bean Coffee Roasters supplies
the majority of Antigua’s luxury resorts
and restaurants. These days they’re putting
some pep in the step of clients across the
region too, from St Maarten to Guyana.
Because the company is Caricomapproved, neighbouring Caricom nations
benefit from duty-free prices which for
some means savings of 40 per cent.
From world-famous superyachts to
coffee shops, eateries and supermarkets,
Carib Bean sells its speciality beans at
generous wholesale rates.
Naomi adds: “We select only the best
beans from around the Caribbean basin
and other exotic places. And we ensure
working with us runs like clockwork –
from placing an order all the way down to
the serving of the coffee.” n

Carib Bean Coffee Roasters is open
Mondays to Thursdays 8am-4.30pm and
Fridays 8am-4pm. Closed on weekends
and holidays.
Guests can watch and learn about the
roasting process on Wednesdays at 10am
during high season. This is free but must be
booked in advance.
Call +1 268 462-5282 or
email info@caribbeancoffeeroasters.com
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The G
NESTLED IN THE HEART OF PICCADILLY IN ST PAUL’S, ANTIGUA,
JUST MINUTES FROM ENGLISH HARBOUR, THE G IS A DEDICATED
ART GALLERY THAT PROMISES TO BE AN UNMATCHED EXPERIENCE
FOR ALL LOVERS OF ART IN ITS VARIOUS FORMS.

T

his newest addition to the
developing landscape of art
houses in Antigua boasts a unique
architecture clearly inspired by famous
venues like the Guggenheim Museum,
and yet viewers will be happy to discover
the undoubtedly Caribbean aesthetics
that have been successfully interwoven
into the design.

The G has morphed successfully
into a state of the art, first class
destination for artists desirous of
bringing their points of view to a
broad clientele
Many in Antigua & Barbuda will
remember the venue as the former
location of the prestigious Island
Academy School. However, after
extensive remodelling and renovations,
The G has morphed successfully into a
state-of-the-art, first class destination for
artists desirous of bringing their points

of view to a broad clientele, particularly
those eager to appreciate and embrace
the plethora of talent that exists locally,
regionally and internationally.
Unencumbered by the constraints that
often befall many galleries of this size and
scope, The G boasts a unique, open-plan
style of design that encourages viewers to
either roam freely and observe, or sit still
and quietly meditate when a piece speaks
to them.
Naturally, The G will veer towards the
needs of local artists, with particular focus
on the viewpoints of creatives from right
here in Antigua & Barbuda. The artistic
offerings of The G will be comprised
from a carefully selected list of highly
established, as well as up and coming
talent, whose work meets the highest
standards.
With a view that exposes the lush
offerings of the island, as well as a glimpse
of our beautiful blue seas, guests of The
G will find the balcony and wider picnic
areas a beautiful, welcoming haven, where
they can sip on any one of the premium

cocktails or delight in any of the hors
d’oeuvres that will be offered.
In time, and with the support of our
resident and visiting artists and craftsmen,
The G hopes to evolve into a grand arts
and entertainment centre that will host
both recreational and educational events.
This is to ensure that local and regional
artistic traditions will continue to not
only evolve but live on in perpetuity.
What began as a long-standing dream
has finally become a reality, with the
December opening of The G heralding a
new and much needed chapter, not just
for the long-time art lovers but for many
who have never had the opportunity to
partake in the particular awareness that
only exposure to art can bring. All are
welcome to experience it at The G. n
Telephone +1 268 717-3397
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We design and manufacture beautiful polished
concrete countertops and sinks for your kitchen,
bathroom or outdoor living area. Using local
aggregates and recycled glass, our stunning
creations adorn numerous prestigious properties
across the island. Talk to us before you build or
re-model your kitchen or bathroom.
Living Style are authorized dealers for Millboard,
the amazing WOOD FREE decking from the U.K.
It will not rot, warp, splinter or split. It’s also
impervious to water, resistant to algae-growth,
anti-slip, ultra-low maintenance and very beautiful!
Save the rainforest, save yourself the hassle of
replacing your deck every few years and save time
and money on maintenance!

We supply and install the durable and affordable
‘Bertha’ Storm Shutter System. Lightweight aluminum
panels and rigid metal rails are used along with
high quailty all stainless steel fixings to protect
your home or business. Get a 10% discount on
your home insurance with Brysons when you fit our
shutter system! (T&C’s apply). Call us now for a free
consultation and no obligation survey. No property too
big or too small.
Antigua Outdoor Kitchens. Let us design and build your bespoke outdoor kitchen to your exact requirements!
Whether it’s an all-stainless steel installation, or a beautiful polished concrete surround for one of the high
quality Barbecue units by our partners at Lazyman Inc, we can incorporate all the things you need for your
outdoor living space – incorporate a sink, a fridge, storage space, gas burners, an ice-maker – the possibilities
are endless!

Living Style are proud partners with Hydropool and can
supply you with their fantastic Hydro Tubs and Swim
Spas as well as providing full after sales support. Built
to exacting Canadian standards, these fantastic tubs
and spas offer amazing health benefits as well as being
great fun for all the family. And if you are a landlord
with rental property, these units make your property
stand out and can increase revenue. Very economical
to operate and surprisingly affordable, we can supply
some models from stock so you could be relaxing in
your hot tub within days!

The Living Style showroom is located in Cobbs Cross. Opening times are 8am–4pm Mon-Fri, 9–12 noon Saturdays

Call 268 788 5110 • email livingstyleantigua@gmail.com
Find us on Facebook at Living Style Antigua, or visit the website at livingstyleantigua.com
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Spirits are high at Bryden’s
Bartenders flock to Stoli mixology masterclass staged by
Antigua’s leading distributor

V

odka is a little like modern art:
everyone can make a version of
it but few can do it well. Simone
Bodini declares this stoutly, glass in hand,
before an audience of bartenders from
some of Antigua’s hippest hangouts.
As global brand ambassador with
the Stoli Group, Simone knows his
spirits and, for him, none beats the
quality, authenticity and smooth taste of
Stolichnaya.

With more than 150 staff,
Bryden’s is today one of the
country’s most successful
business enterprises.
The Russian brand, crafted from
wheat and rye grain, combines modern
distilling techniques and the highest
quality ingredients with century-old
traditions. And that mix is especially
suiting for Stoli’s sole on-island agent AS
Bryden & Sons which also prides itself on
providing superlative products and good
old-fashioned customer service.
It is two years since Stoli and
Bryden’s forged official links to bring
the premium liquor to Antiguan palates.
Dozens of bar staff from across the
island attended a mixology masterclass at
34
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Nomad restaurant in Marble Hill Road
to familiarise themselves with its myriad
varieties and learn more about its heritage.
“We wanted to explain the versatility
and mixability of Stoli,” explains Bryden’s
managing director Frances-Ann Minors.
“Stoli equals quality, tradition and
authenticity. We have seen enormous
growth in the brand and are now bringing
in a full container with each shipment,
which shows how well Stoli is being
received here in Antigua.”
With more than 150 staff, Bryden’s
is today one of the country’s most
successful business enterprises. From
wines and spirits, to frozen food and
pharmaceuticals, it is the premier
distributor of internationally renowned
goods.
“We keep our customers close and
that’s one of our strengths,” FrancesAnn says. “Our relationship with our
customers stems from our own internal
culture; we have some of the longest
standing staff on island.”
Stoli fans will be pleased to find
a range of flavours at Antigua’s bars
and restaurants from fresh, summery
cucumber to palate-cleansing orange.
And while its competitor gin might have
undergone a revolution thanks to a host
of creative cocktails and savvy marketing,
vodka still beats it in international sales.

“Stoli is filtered in the traditional way
with charcoal and blended with artesian
well water,” Simone adds. “That’s just one of
the reasons for its outstanding quality.” n
Visit www.brydensantigua.com
or call +1 268 462-1810/11 for
more information.
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BBF ANTIGUA is part of BBF GROUP,
a firm based in Italy consisting of a network
of expert professionals and skilled
contractors who work in full synergy
throughout our three brands: BALBO
DESIGN, T2F STUDIO and BBF
ANTIGUA itself.
We are specialized in the design and
realization of projects for commercial,
residential and hotel sectors, either for new
buildings or renovations/restoration of
existing ones.
Our market has been predominantly Italy
and Europe since 1972 but recently (2015)
we have successfully branched out to the
Caribbean region and specifically Antigua
& Barbuda.
Since 2018 we are the exclusive dealer for
the Caribbean market of the C.L.T.

construction-system XLAM DOLOMITI, an
advanced and eco-friendly building
technology which allows our projects not
only to achieve high technical performances
but to reduce construction timings and to be
certified against hurricanes cat.5 and
earthquakes as well.
The methodologies and means adopted by
our Firm allow us to fully manage projects
and the design plus any works of complexity
in a competitive and professional way.
We have a full team of dedicated
professionals which enables us to satisfy our
customer's needs by providing a constant
artistic, technical and legal support
throughout our contracts.
When designing a home our goal is to
achieve a synergy between functionality and
aesthetics, as a form of art.

Our graphic representations are developed
with the most modern digital graphic
software, as well as hand drawing and water
color traditional techniques, in order to
display the best suggestions and visual
characteristics to our clients.
Each architectural and interior design
process is supported by our Project &
Construction Management brand
(T2FSTUDIO) which, through our expert
project managers and skilled site managers,
allow us to obtain our client's goals quickly
and effectively, minimizing time, risks and
costs of the project activities.
If you are looking to build your own
property, would like advice on building
techniques and design or are interested in
one of our development projects below
please contact us.

YOUR ITALIAN DESIGN DREAM IN ANTIGUA

Rose's Estate, Falmouth Bay - luxury villa on sale

Sporting Club, Willoughby Bay - in progess

Passion Village, Valley Church - suites on sale

Rose's Estate, Falmouth Bay - high end villa on sale

BBF Antigua ltd . Friars Hill Road, #4 . P.O.Box W203 . Woods Centre . St. John's . Antigua and Barbuda
bbfantigua@keemail.me . ph.+1(268)788-3777 . websites: www.bbfgroup.eu - www.studiobalboarchitettura.it - www.t2f.it
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Building peace of mind
Looking to build a new home, renovate or extend? CG Construction &
Consultancy brings professionalism, vision and value

‘

Building a home abroad – particularly
in challenging terrain – is not for the
faint-hearted.’
So reads one of a plethora of
testimonials on CG Construction’s
website where, if you were considering
doing the aforementioned, wouldn’t be a
bad place to start your research.
The plaudit from owners of a
four-bedroom luxury villa built by
the Antigua-based firm is one of
dozens found online lauding CG’s
professionalism, integrity and value for
money.
Not only did the company support
the family “every step of the way”, its
customer service “made the whole process
as simple and pleasurable as possible”, it
concludes.
CG has created more than 50 highend homes and commercial projects
since it was established in 2004. Today, it
occupies an enviable place in the market
as one of the largest and most respected
construction companies in Antigua.
Completing works on time and within
budget on a small, imports-dependent
island is no mean feat. Creativity,
efficiency and timeliness place this
25-strong team – which includes several
highly skilled project managers – head
and shoulders above the rest.
From beachfront abodes to
mountainside hideaways – encompassing
new builds, renovations and extensions
– CG pledges to “take care, custody
and control” of every development it
undertakes.
“We do everything with the utmost
care, we take custody which means
absolute transparency and accountability,

36
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and we are always in control,” says CG’s
founder and managing director Paul
Smith.
“We believe that’s vital to any building
project.”
And because CG knows that realtime two-way correspondence is key to
customer satisfaction, all clients benefit
from a blog spot with photos uploaded
each day, allowing them to observe
every step of their dream project coming
to fruition. It avoids discrepancies in
communication while keeping a pictorial
record of your development journey for
posterity.
Costs are kept lower than many
competitors because CG can also take
charge of the design process, explains
British-born Paul, a qualified chartered
engineer.
“Often we find details are onerous and
unnecessarily over-specified by architects.
There’s a saying that anyone can build a
bridge, but only an engineer can build it
cheaply,” he says.
CG reduces the cost of “buildability”
– assessing designs from the perspective
of those that will manufacture,

install components and carry out the
construction works – to only what’s
required.
“We will find the best solution
to foundations, structures, suspended
elements or difficult detailing, helping the
architect to choose the right material with
the correct properties for the job. This
kind of pro-active design helps us keep
our clients’ bills as low as possible,” Paul
continues.
“Customers are welcome to come
in and see us any time at our Cobbs
Cross offices. It’s an opportunity to look
through our samples and see what they
like, as well as talk to us face to face.”
For a firm that prides itself on
expertise, state-of-the-art equipment is a
given. CG’s satellite-based instruments –
which use geographic information system
(GIS) technology – promise accuracy
to within a few millimetres in field
surveys, such as topography assessments.
“Accuracy is all-important and we can
provide the very closest results,” Paul says.
Building a home or business from the
ground up naturally comes with a number
of risks. CG offers a variety of contracts

depending on the level of risk a client
wishes to absorb.
“We want people to feel as
comfortable as possible during the
development of their project. Risks might
be anything from a discrepancy between
drawings, to hitting rock when you were
expecting soft ground and needing to pay
for an excavator,” Paul explains.
CG offers three principle contracts.
‘Fixed price’ is where the costs are
set at the beginning and do not alter
(notwithstanding any changes the
client wishes to make along the way),
with the contractor absorbing any risks
encountered.
A ‘cost-plus’ contract is where the
client covers the project’s actual expenses
– eg labour, materials and other costs
incurred along the way. The ‘plus’ part
refers to a fixed percentage agreed on
gross costs.
“We also offer ‘fixed fee’ which is like
a management contract; we manage it all
for a fee,” Paul explains. “The customer
simply pays an agreed fee plus the
discounted costs for goods, materials and
labour that a professional contractor is
able to obtain.”
Such flexibility has paid dividends
in ensuring happy customers, like the
family who chose CG to build their new
beachside home in scenic Willoughby
Bay. To their delight, the four-bedroom
property was ready to move into in just
nine months.
“We were amazed with how quickly
and cost-effectively the project was
handled,” the owners enthused. “The build
even came in under budget and our family
is now fully enjoying life in our new
home.” n
CG Construction’s offices in Cobbs Cross
are open Monday to Friday 7.30am-6pm.
Visit www.cg-construction.com or call
+1 562-8074.
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Sunseakers: Fit to flatter
swimwear
The high-end Heritage Quay store with swimsuits for every body since 1981

I

f your waistline is vanishing as fast as
your jawline, you’ve had children – or
even lunch – shopping for a swimsuit
can feel like a special kind of hell. Doubly
so if you’re attempting to do it amid the
freezing temperatures, fluorescent lights
and limited selections of a UK winter.
Sunseakers in Antigua’s shopping
mecca of Heritage Quay might just be
the best kept secret in the Caribbean.
This vast, glistening space in the heart of
St John’s cruise ship centre is brimming
with everything from colourful cover-ups,
funky flip-flops, beach accessories and
sunscreen to figure-flattering bikinis and
one-pieces that expertly compliment your
curves, or lack of.
And this is where Sunseakers’ tagline
– ‘a swimsuit for every body’ – really
comes into its own.
“There’s a science behind swimwear
- and it’s not just ABC,” says owner Niki
Feilles. “Every woman has a different
desire or concern, something they want
to hide or accentuate. Our styles are
hand-picked from across Europe, Brazil,
Colombia and the US – and all are fit to
flatter.”
Thanks to the duty-free location,
Sunseakers’ high-end brands offer
exceptional value for money. Swimwear
prices range from around US$65 to
US$350.
Even better, you get the assistance of
the store’s expert fitting specialists thrown
in for free.
“Maria and Wendy have a knack
for finding the exact item to suit your
shape. I call them my swimsuit doctors,”
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Niki smiles. “You may have more on top
but don’t want a piece that ages you, or
perhaps you prefer tummy control and
something that flatters a larger bottom or
athletic chest.
“When you find the right swimsuit,
you feel your whole demeanour change.
Our aim is to make a woman feel the
most beautiful she can while baring her
all.”
Sunseakers isn’t all about women.
Men are adequately taken care of too (and
not just with the thoughtfully provided
‘husband chairs’). There are men’s linen
shirts, casual and walk shorts, Toms shoes,
Reef sandals and flip-flops, along with
souvenir T-shirts, rash vests and more.
The deliciously air-conditioned
interior also has a children’s section
bursting with beach clobber for your little
ones. And fashionistas of all ages will
love the large selection of Ipanema and
Havaianas flip-flops in a multitude of
colours.
“The best time to shop is straight
after breakfast because Heritage Quay is
buzzy but not hectic,” Niki says. “To take
advantage of our wonderful duty-free
prices, just remember to have a copy of
your travel documents and a scan of your
passport as a photo ID on your phone.”
She adds: “And when you come in,
do ask our team for help. Because there
is nothing more liberating than stepping
on the beach in a swimsuit that works
perfectly for you.” n
Sunseakers is open Monday to Saturday
9am to 5pm. Visit www.sunseakers.com
or call +1 268 462-4523.
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Everything under the sun
With 365 beaches to choose from – and a host of boutiques to browse – here’s our selection of island must-haves
to kick back, cool off or get active.

Blue triangle top from Heidi
Klein at Carlisle Bay
US$135
Blue side-tie bottoms from
Heidi Klein at Carlisle Bay
US$130
White square-neck top from
Heidi Klein at Carlisle Bay
US$180
White hipster bottoms from
Heidi Klein at Carlisle Bay
US$140
Havaianas flip-flops from
Sunseekers
US$29
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Blue linen Abaco shirt from Love Brand at Carlisle Bay
US$180
Navy linen Abaco shirt from Love Brand at Carlisle Bay
From US$130

Luli Fama shorts romper from Sunseekers
From US$119

Billabong rash vests
from Sunseekers
From US$49
Billabong board shorts
from Sunseekers
From US$49
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Roidal dress from Sunseekers
From US$230

Print top from Heidi Klein at
Carlisle Bay
From US$160
Print bottoms from Heidi Klein at
Carlisle Bay
From US$135

Luli Fama maxi dress from Sunseekers
From US$110
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Don’t be left in the dark, call us today

The Caribbean’s Premier
Generator Specialists
Sales • Service • Parts

• Antigua’s only authorized FG Wilson 		
service centre
• Top quality, fully automatic generators
at unbeatable prices
• Superior quality service and support
• Complete sales and service centre

+1 (268) 462-EXEL (3935)
exeleng@gmail.com
www.exelengineering.com

Friars Hill Road, St. John’s, Antigua, W.I.

Authorized Service Centre for FG Wilson
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AquaSports has been a retailer of
quality fishing equipment since
1995, and continues to stock a
wide range of tackle for avid
sports fishermen. Visit us in
St. John's at Unit #53 in the Duty
& Tax Free Shopping Center of
Heritage Quay

Helping you Catch
the Big One
luxury locations issue 17 PRINT!.indd 45

Shimano, Penn, Daiwa,
Mustad, Gamakatsu ,
Aftco, Yo-Zuri, Rapala ,
C&H, Iander Lures , Ande ,
Suﬁx
Tel: 462-FISH (3474)
Email: aquasportsanu@gmail.com
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LIFESTYLE

The Luxe List
Bags, beachwear, scent and sparklers all feature in our hand-picked
selection of the coolest goodies found on island worthy of the Luxe List.
Iconic aura
US$105 (50ml)

Fiercely feminine, Gabrielle
Chanel Essence is a
voluptuous and enveloping
fragrance, faceted with
jasmine, ylang-ylang and
orange blossom, aimed at
the radiant woman and
named after the passionate
pioneer who would become
Coco Chanel.
Available from Lipstick in
Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Call +1 268 562-1133.

Island anecdotes
US$2.99 on Kindle

This compilation of memoirs is a must-read for anyone who
dreams of ditching city life in favour of its laidback island
counterpart – along with those who already have. James B Rieley’s
‘Living on Rocks: A Memoir of Sangria and Cyclones’ takes us
through the author’s struggles learning Spanish in Mallorca to the
horror of Hurricane Irma in the British Virgin Islands.
Available from www.Amazon.com in paperback and e-book form.

Smooth operator
US$654

This sleek, compact document holder offers
a slim and streamlined design, ideal for
everyday professional use. The Croco Block
from Longchamp can even fit a laptop in
its padded pocket and will appeal to the
businessman with a refined style. Small
embossed blocks outline crocodile scales
against a supple, matte calfskin.
Available from Longchamp in Heritage Quay,
St John’s. Call +1 268 562-5301.

Outdoor
adventurer
US$50

Whether surfing, fishing, diving, stand up
paddle boarding or just relaxing in the great
outdoors, this Salt Life men’s rash guard
will keep you safe in the sun and looking
the part too. Back heat transfer and UPF
technology ensure your protection while the
four-way stretch delivers comfort. An ideal
gift for an active guy.
Available from Aqua Sports in Heritage Quay,
St John’s. Call +1 268 462-3474.

Eco-friendly vibe
Various prices

These classic and timeless Love Brand swim
shorts for men help you and your mini-mes
keep your cool on the beach. They’re available
in a unique range of colours and prints. Even
better, they’re made from recycled plastic
bottles.
Available at the Carlisle Bay resort in Old
Road. Call +1 268 484-0000.
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Bags of style

Make a splash

US$535

Contemporary utilitarian style meets 70s boho chic in the form of this handy-size
cross-body Cavalcade purse from Longchamp. Its saddle shape is a nod to the
brand’s equestrian spirit.
Available from Longchamp in Heritage Quay, St John’s. Call +1 268 562-5301.

Prices vary

Delicate corals, crabs, starfish and rays are among the
ocean-inspired themes intricately crafted into Misis’
delightfully unique jewellery. The high-end Italian brand
fuses sterling silver, semi-precious stones and enamels into
its eye-catching creations.
Available at Sterlings in Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Call +1 268 562-5662.

Urbane allure
US$310

Like a perfectly tailored suit, Green Irish Tweed
is the scent of confident men at the peak of their
game, elegantly combining woody freshness and
pure masculinity. One of the signature scents of
the house of Creed, it exudes a ‘walk through
the Irish countryside’ freshness and is a favourite
among celebs.
Available from Lipstick in Heritage Quay,
St John’s. Call +1 268 562-1133.

Inner sparkle
Ring US$1090
Earrings US$960

Bling up your style with these sensational Tacori silver ripple earrings and
matching cocktail ring, both featuring London Blue topaz. The deep blues
are calming to the spirit while the bold design is a must for any lady who’s
unafraid to shine.
Available at Abbott’s Jewellery & Perfumery in Heritage Quay, St John’s. Call +1
268 462-3107.
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Reconnect at
Carlisle Bay
Restore inner harmony and balance at luxury
resort’s rebranded spa and wellness retreats

O

ne way to gauge if your body is
in need of detoxing, de-stressing
or re-energising is by kicking
one’s olfactory receptors into gear. An
ESPA mindful massage at Carlisle Bay
starts with a sensory test; whichever scent
is most appealing determines your body’s
deepest holistic needs.
Mine is in need of soothing,
apparently, hence the divine sandalwood
and rose geranium oil Eve is using to
cajole my tense limbs, back and shoulders
into a state of renewed harmony.
The personalised consultation that
precedes all treatments at the acclaimed
resort’s rebranded spa is just one small
part of the overall experience that sets this
place firmly apart from competitors.

The pavilion occupies a prime
spot on one end of the beach,
with a glorious green backdrop
and sublime sea scenes...
Complementing each massage, facial,
body wrap and scrub at CARA Organic
Beauty Spa is a sense of being taken on
a journey, tuning into the elements to
restore inner calm and balance.
Cara translates to ‘friend’ in Irish and

‘dear one’ in Italian, which is especially
suiting to its ethos of offering genuine
care to each client who steps inside its
rustic-chic surrounds.
It’s also the Christian name of
Carlisle Bay’s creative director Cara
Doherty who is the vision behind the
spa’s revitalisation.
ESPA products were chosen on
account of their unique holistic qualities,
blending natural ingredients with rich
heritage, texture and aromas, she tells
Luxury Locations Magazine.
“I have always valued bodywork, but I
don’t generally like hotel massages which
can feel a little clinical. ESPA treatments
have a story behind each one and are
more therapeutic, holistic treatments,”
Cara says.
The strength and resilience massage,
for example, is inspired by the arduous
migration of the painted lady butterfly
and incorporates aroma-therapeutic oils,
yogic stretches, deep muscle massage and
reflexology points to boost both energy
levels and the immune system.
The spa’s therapists recently
underwent special intense training
in ESPA’s pioneering techniques and
ideology, available exclusively on island at
Carlisle Bay.
“The new products have advanced our

incredible therapists to a new level,” Cara
continues. “Visiting agents recently gave
feedback that they had received the best
treatments of their lives, which was so
beautiful to hear as it’s exactly what I am
trying to create.”
Monthly spa memberships are also
fresh on the scene at the resort, now
in its 16th year. In addition to regular
treatments, guests can make use of the
high-tech fitness centre, tennis courts and
new yoga pavilion.
Becoming a member means Carlisle
Bay’s secluded, picture-postcard beach,
dotted with lofty coconut palms and
framed by verdant rainforest, is yours for
the taking.
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The pavilion occupies a prime spot
on one end of the beach, with a glorious
green backdrop and sublime sea scenes;
entirely conducive to quiet meditation
and the reinvigorating yoga sessions led
by instructor Marleen Askie.
In addition to taking care of one’s
wellbeing, Carlisle Bay’s brand-new
fitness collection will ensure you look
the part too. SOUL CARA’s activewear
line, which includes swimwear, is all
made from modal fibres which allow
the skin to breathe. The fabric is super
soft and comfortable, while its botanic
origin makes it fully compostable and
biodegradable.

Anyone wishing to sample the resort’s
low-key luxury, plus its exquisite cuisine
and individualised wellness features in
one package, can sign up for an integrated
health retreat taking place from May 28
to June 1 2020.
The four-day event includes a
thorough health consultation, vinyasa
flow and yin yoga, acupuncture and
personalised massage, topped off with
sunrise and sunset meditation and nature
walks. Rates are available both inclusive
and exclusive of accommodation.
One more aspect that puts Carlisle
Bay in a league of its own is the warm
rapport between its long-standing staff

and myriad returning guests.
“Guests love the privacy and
isolation of the bay. However, for me,
our best feature is our team, the genuine
relationships guests enjoy with staff and
the authentic feel of the resort,” Cara says.
“The team at Carlisle Bay are
remarkable and genuine heartfelt
connections are cultivated. Many families
return year after year, so children are
familiar with everyone here and we have
all watched them grow up.
“That sense of family is what makes
Carlisle Bay particularly suited to wellness
retreats.
“Evening dinners will be eaten
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communally with the retreat team so
clients will be able to discuss their
nutrition and get additional lifestyle
advice from our experts.”
Chinese medicine therapists Maeve
O’Sullivan and Emilia Herting will be on
hand to deliver the ‘four pillars of health’;
mindful movement, nourishing nutrition,
integrative treatments and ultimate ‘me
time’.
These days, Indian-born chef
Prabhakar Kumar is at the helm of the
resort’s famed food, served up at four
distinct restaurants. There’s relaxed
beachside fare at Indigo; delicious
Italian-inspired options at Ottimo with
its wood-burning pizza oven; fine Asian
cuisine at East; and the laidback Jetty
Grill, an adult’s only beach eatery with
local flavours, grilled meats, fresh seafood
and salads.
Other activities Carlisle Bay offers
include group and private charters
aboard the resort’s beautiful Fjord 36’
boat, tennis and sailing lessons, and a
variety of motorised and non-motorised
watersports. There is also a well-stocked
library and a highly popular kid’s club to
keep the little ones entertained.
All 87 suites boast sweeping ocean
views through floor to ceiling windows;
ideal for those jaw-dropping panoramic
vistas which stretch as far as Montserrat.
“The energy here is perfect to relax,
rejuvenate and be at one with nature.
Most people these days have hectic,
stressful lives and while they might be
doing many of the right things, like eating
healthily or doing yoga, they may not
have fully integrated that into an overall
holistic lifestyle philosophy,” Cara adds.
“Our wellness retreats offer a chance
to get away from one’s everyday routine,
restore balance and reconnect with mind,
body and soul.”
That might explain why, after 60
minutes of Eve working her extraordinary
magic on my stiff muscles, one thing is
clear: those superlative-touting agents
who claimed CARA Organic Beauty
Spa’s treatments to be unsurpassed were
not exaggerating. n
By Gemma Handy
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LIFESTYLE
Carl F. Bucherer
Manero AutoDate

US$13,400
This three-hand watch in vintage
style is Carl F. Bucherer’s tribute to
the 1960s. Its classic, straightforward
design emphasises functionality,
showing the essentials at a glance: the
current time, and the date at 3 o’clock.
It has a diameter of 38mm and
incorporates the CFB 1965 automatic
movement. The strap is Louisiana
alligator leather and the watch is
water-resistant to 30 metres.
All available at Abbott’s Jewellery &
Perfumery in Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Call +1 268 462-3107.

Raymond Weil limited edition
Bob Marley Tango GMT
US$977.50

This magnificent ode to the musical icon is limited to just
1,500 pieces worldwide. The black dial is decorated with the
iconic lion head that every Bob Marley fan will recognise.
With a colour palette inspired by the Ethiopian flag, this
exclusive watch features sapphire crystal with a red second
hand, green GMT hand and yellow circumference circle.
The fact that the numbered case back is engraved with Bob
Marley’s signature makes this a true collector’s item.
Available at Sterlings in Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Call +1 268 562-5662.

YOUR OWN
SWEET TIME
Attention-stealing timepieces for the urbane gent
Frederique Constant Classic
Manufacture Caliber FC-710
US$2,495

This sleek automatic model remains a bestseller seven years after its initial release.
It features a polished stainless steel three-parts case, see-through back case, blackcoloured dial with white printed Roman numeral indexes, hand-polished white
hands, and date counter at 6 o’clock. The black leather strap adds a cool, sophisticated
vibe and it is water-resistant to 50 metres.
All available at Abbott’s Jewellery & Perfumery in Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Call +1 268 462-3107.

Omega Seamaster
Diver 300m Co-Axial
Master Chronometer
US$9,700

Omega first created the Seamaster 300
for divers and underwater professionals in
1957. Today, whether on land or beneath
the waves, it continues to excel in both
performance and style. Set within a robust,
42mm stainless steel case, it has a bold
black dial equipped with easy-to-read hands
and hour markers. Powered by ultra-precise,
automatic movement, it is water-resistant
to 300 metres and fastens with a classic
stainless steel bracelet for comfort and
security.
All available at Abbott’s Jewellery &
Perfumery in Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Call +1 268 462-3107.
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Private dining that
rocks the house
Hosting a special occasion? Let the trendsetting team behind Sheer Rocks
and Catherine’s Café create you a once-in-a-lifetime experience

H

osting a dinner party is not
only challenging and timeconsuming, a recent study
revealed many people find it more nerveracking than a job interview.
From devising dishes to accommodate
allergies, intolerances and ethics alike,
to synchronising cooking times and
ensuring the soufflé is a specimen of
celestial splendour, the simplest event can
suddenly seem like a Herculean task.
And all that’s before you’ve had time
to set the table and transform yourself
into a vision of unruffled elegance.
Small wonder then that more and
more of us are finding enlisting the
services of a professional team rather
more digestible.

The Rocks Group don’t just take
the headache out of hosting, they bring
beautifully curated and luxurious dining
experiences direct to your door.
And it’s not just dinner parties, the
creative crew behind award-winning
restaurants Sheer Rocks and Catherine’s
Café can take charge of any event from a
wedding to a bespoke party.
“All our events are customised to our
clients, for example if they have seen
something cool online and they want to
recreate it, we can do that,” explains a
Rocks Group Events spokeswoman.
“They might want an exclusive
cocktail and canapé party with friends,
long table fine dining, tasting menus
with wine pairing, or even funky pop-up
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booths for a street food-style afternoon in
their garden.
“We can cater to both intimate
and large-scale celebrations. Whatever
our guests desire, we are committed to
creating a once-in-a-lifetime experience
for them,” she says.
Rocks Group has not only carved a
place at the forefront of Antigua’s dining
scene, it has reset the bar by adhering
to the highest standards of cuisine and
service.
Perched atop a rocky bluff
overlooking an expanse of Caribbean Sea,
Sheer Rocks is popular for its romantic
ambience and Mediterranean-inspired
menus. Catherine’s Café, nestled among
the neem trees of Pigeon Point Beach,
serves up mouth-watering French cuisine
in a relaxed but elegant setting.
“People know that any wedding or
event curated by the Rocks Group will
be stylish and chic,” the spokeswoman
continues.
“Our highly experienced and
specialised team have spent years sourcing
and building relationships with a diverse
network of suppliers and will serve as your
personal consultants, working alongside
you every step of the planning process to
ensure top quality, complete coordination,
and attention to even the smallest details.”
The trendsetting team counts worldfamous chefs, mixologists and sommeliers
among its partners – and names as
weighty as Jumby Bay, Mercedez-Benz
and the Oyster Regatta among its
clientele.
A decade after launching Sheer Rocks
and revolutionising the local restaurant
scene, the hard-working firm is now
setting the standard in the private events
arena too.
With your own personal chef and wait
staff to accompany the exquisite cuisine,
all you have to do is sit back and enjoy
your special celebration.
Even better, there will be zero clearing
up to do at the end of the night. n
Email events@itsrocksgroup.com for more
information. Go to @itsrocksgroupevents on
Instagram.
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‘Racism helped me
find my identity’
Fresh from the release of his first album in five years,
reggae star Maxi Priest talks exclusively to Luxury Locations
Magazine about growing up in a racially-divided London,
reconnecting musically with his old pal Shaggy and why
the Caribbean will always have a special place in his heart

M

axi Priest is surprisingly
accommodating for a charttopping, Grammy-nominated
artist who has likely given thousands of
media interviews over his 35-year career
and wouldn’t be blamed for rebuffing the
odd one.
For a start, he’s not averse to being
contacted out of the blue by a slightly
unorthodox WhatsApp message. He’s
also happy to chat by the aforementioned
and, yes, right now will do just fine.
A buoyant greeting on the other
end of the line sets the tone for an easy,
meandering conversation that takes us
from New York where he is currently
based, to the heart of the recording studio
where he worked on his latest album with
fellow reggae great Shaggy, to Antigua
where he has performed several times
and hopes to return soon – and finally to
Lewisham in south-east London where
his love of music was born and his sense
of identity in a racially-fractured age was
formed.
Not even unrelenting downpours
deterred revellers from staying for
the star’s entire set during his last
performance in Antigua in December
2017. Testament perhaps to his ethos that
“a Maxi Priest concert is about having a
good time”.
“We had a ball that night,” he
enthuses. “The Caribbean has a smile; it’s
happy even if it’s not rich. In England,

even when people are at a concert, not
everyone has a smile.
“People in the Caribbean are looser
somehow, more free-spirited and not so
caught up with all the problems of life.”
It’s a mood that suits an artist with a
proclivity for going a little off-piste.
“Of course I rehearse and I have my
set planned but I like to embrace the
moment so I don’t always stick to it. I will
often do something spontaneous based on
how I’m feeling and how we are moving.
For me it has to be that way.
“I’ve been blessed with quite a few hit
songs which have to be played. But after
playing them for 20, 30 years you have to
be able to twist and turn them.”
Born to Jamaican parents who had
moved to the UK in the late 1950s, Maxi’s
upbringing was distinctly Caribbean
despite the British backdrop.
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“It was England outside but as soon as
I opened the gate to our house I stepped
into the Caribbean. My favourite meal is
still steamed snapper with okra, veg and
crackers on top.
“As a child, it felt like I was living in
two different worlds,” the 58-year-old
explains.
“I grew up in a time when there was a
lot of ignorance, stupidity and racism. If I
accidentally kicked the ball over one side
of the fence, it would come back with a
smile.
“If it landed on the other, it would
get cut up and returned with some abuse
about going back to your own country.
“It was confusing as a child to be born
in England and have lots of white friends
but have people telling you that you don’t
belong there.
“I used to think I was born in the sea,
or on a ship or plane.”
Things might have turned out
differently had it not been for the
levelling force of Maxi’s mother.
“My mum would tell us we had to
love everyone as we are all children of
God, to forgive them and pray.
“But it does affect you and we
struggled a bit to find an identity. I guess
in a funny way racism helped us to find
that identity because if it hadn’t bothered
us we wouldn’t have given it much
thought.”
Maxi’s mother, a Pentecostal
missionary, also instilled a generous heart
in her nine offspring.
“We went to church a lot as kids
and my mum always preached love and
understanding. She would constantly
bring bums in off the streets and my dad
would be like, I have nine kids to feed!
But it gave me an open mind and helped
me understand life better.”
Race relations in the UK might be
more harmonious these days but “there’s
still some way to go”.
“We used to have to walk in twos
and threes and we always ran if we saw
skinheads,” Maxi recalls. “We don’t have
to do that anymore; things have come a
long, long way.
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“In a funny way, those experiences
have been grounding for me; now I can
bounce and spring without any hiccups.
I feel free, I’ve got a function, I can go
anywhere I want because I know where I
came from.”
Gospel music was the soundtrack
to Maxi’s childhood and, like many of
his musical peers, he learned to sing in
church. The sounds of Jamaican greats like
Dennis Brown and Gregory Isaacs came
later thanks to older siblings, along with
classic soul from Al Green and Marvin
Gaye.
As a teen, Maxi lifted speaker boxers
for the London sound systems which
played a defining role in global reggae
history. A founding member of one such
outfit, he began performing at local youth
clubs and house parties.
Some independent single releases
followed but it was Maxi’s self-titled 1988
album – featuring a cover of Cat Stevens’
Wild World – that established him as one
of Britain’s leading reggae singers.
Over the years he has collaborated
with numerous household names
including Roberta Flack, Shabba Ranks,
Beres Hammond, and Sly & Robbie.
A new signing with international
music company BMG has seen Maxi
re-join forces with his old pal Shaggy to
create his first album in five years.
‘It All Comes Back To Love’, released

in September, is a fusion of reggae, R&B
and pop produced by Shaggy who can
also be heard alongside Maxi on three
tracks.
Many of the songs were co-written
with Shaggy too but that’s not to say the
collaboration was consistently amicable.
“We’ve worked together on various
projects in the past. We tend to throw
ideas around, go with what sticks and
move on from what doesn’t. We create
melodies and sometimes we make tracks
depending on the day and how we feel.

Over the years he has collaborated
with numerous household names
including Roberta Flack, Shabba
Ranks, Beres Hammond, and
Sly & Robbie.
“We do not always agree,” Maxi laughs.
“Sometimes you just have to leave the
room and give each other space. We are
comfortable enough with each other to
accept each other’s ideas as well as to say, I
am not feeling that.
“There would be days when we felt we
had beaten ourselves up enough and then
one of us would say, come back I have
something.”
The album’s sixth track, ‘If I Could
Change It’, is the fortuitous result of one
such incident.

“That song came from an almost
walk-out – before taking shape into what
it is today,” Maxi says.
“I think you can hear characteristics
of both of us on the album, whether it be
musically or lyrically.
“The song, ‘It All Comes Back To
Love’, makes me most proud. I love the
sentiment and it became the title of the
album.”
These days, “genuine” feedback from
people who draw inference from his
words means more than chart position.
“Sometimes, with the most successful
songs, the lyrics and the meaning can get
lost. It’s a great feeling when you hit on
something special, even when you know
it won’t be the best selling single, because
that moment will always belong to you,”
he says.
Both blithe and despondent moods
have their place when it comes to
inspiration.
“I appreciate both states of mind
because song-writing is also a moment in
time, an emotion, a passion that people
reflect on.
“Sometimes things just pour out and
other times you can’t get a word out. With
experience you learn to relax because,
when it does come, it’s your responsibility
to receive it. Chasing it crowds the space
for it to come naturally.”
Ideal working conditions are
anywhere he feels “comfortable to make
mistakes”.
“It doesn’t have to be a massive studio;
there could be 100 people around me
or it could just be me and someone on
a computer as long as my spirit feels
comfortable.”
Asked if he plans to return to Antigua
any time soon, the answer is a resounding
yes – but it won’t be for the island’s famed
landscapes.
“I will definitely be coming back. I
appreciate beautiful views, sure, but I’m
not a touristy kind of dude,” he says,
adding: “I’m all about people and my
connection with the folks around me.
“Frankly, we can go to the moon as
long as there’s a group of us.” n
By Gemma Handy
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A rum time at Bryden’s
Distributor celebrates new partnership with iconic Mount Gay

F

rom the old days of pirates and
plantations to the cocktails and
carnivals of today, few things are as
quintessentially Caribbean as rum – and
no brand more so than Mount Gay, the
oldest distilled rum in the world.
The Barbados brand’s rich heritage
dates back to 1703. The fact that it’s made
from molasses – the by-product of sugar
production – keeps it wholly authentic,
explains Mount Gay’s global brand
ambassador Chesterfield Browne.
“That’s the original way rum was
made,” he says.
The iconic brand has stood the
test of time by embracing centuriesold distillation techniques, using four
different types of stills and ageing its rum
in ex-bourbon, cognac and sherry barrels
which help create its unique taste.
Mount Gay is the latest brand on
board with A.S. Bryden’s, the country’s
leading distributor of everything from

wines and spirits to gourmet groceries
and household essentials.

“Rum has really blown up
in the market, and a lot of
whisky drinkers are now
transferring to rum.”
Bryden’s is Mount Gay’s sole agent in
Antigua & Barbuda; a move celebrated
with a special tasting event at Colibri
restaurant in English Harbour. More than
20 guests attended the evening which
featured all five products now on sale in
the twin islands: Mount Gay Eclipse,
Mount Gay Silver, and Black Barrel, plus
Mount Gay’s limited edition XO Peat
Smoke Expression, and high-end 1703
Master Select Rum.
“We are delighted to form this new
partnership with Bryden’s,” Chesterfield

says. “We felt Bryden’s was the best vehicle
to take the product further as we go
forward.”
Mount Gay’s creation of additional
premium varieties is in sync with the
spirit’s expanding popularity, he continues.
“Rum has really blown up in the
market, and a lot of whisky drinkers
are now transferring to rum. They are
recognising the vast differences between
brands and also that rum is very versatile
and suited to all kinds of events.
“This is rum time, this is our time, this
is exactly where whisky was 50 years ago.
The same complexity you get in a single
malt, you can get in a nice rum too.”
Gone are the days when rum was
misunderstood and marginalised,
Chesterfield says.
“People expect rum to taste sweet
because it’s made from sugar, but it’s
not at all. In fact, ours is a superior, drier
taste.”
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He adds: “Mount Gay may not be the
biggest selling brand. But that’s because
we are not the Toyota or the Suzuki of the
market – we are the Rolls Royce of rum.” n
Visit www.brydensantigua.com or call
+1 268 462-1810/11 for more information.
Scan code to
watch the video
luxury locations issue 17 PRINT!.indd 61
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Ronald Silencieux
Take a stroll on Valley Church Beach and you’re likely to catch Haitian-born artist Ronald Silencieux
at work in his ‘open-air studio’. This talented craftsman doesn’t just create bold, vibrant canvasses, he can
transform them into hand-painted beach wraps, shirts and shot glasses too. Inspired by people, music
and the natural environment of the region, Ronald’s versatility is as startling as his palette.
Email ronaldsartstudio@gmail.com or call +1 268 734-8433.

Inspired by nature,
created by hand
From Barbuda’s blush-coloured sand to the vibrant hues of Antigua’s electrifying
nightly sunsets, our islands lend plenty of inspiration to its artistic inhabitants.
Hand-crafted jewellery and clothing, striking portraits and paintings from some of

4

these creative residents capture the heart and flamboyance of Caribbean life.

Michelle Bates
Silver Chelles has been an island
institution for quality, sterling silver
gifts and souvenirs since early 2013.
Its art-loving owner has recently
expanded her offerings to include
her own, handmade jewellery
incorporating the alluring pink sand
of Barbuda. The sand is actually
comprised of miniscule fragments
of coral and shells, making these
pretty pendants and earrings a unique
memento of the stunning sister isle.
Silver Chelles is located in
Redcliffe Quay, St John’s.
Visit www.silverchelles.com or call +1 268 789-2662.
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Donovan Gibbs
It’s more than two decades since this self-taught, Jamaicanborn artist fell in love with the visual arts. Canvas and acrylic
paper are his go-to mediums for his abstract expressionism
which manifests itself on pieces as small as 8x10 inches or as
large as 5ft tall. Donovan believes bold is beautiful, hence the
eye-catching hues that characterise his work. He has staged two
major exhibitions and even created a piece especially for late
Jamaican Prime Minister Edward Seaga.
Visitors can view Donovan’s work at his Arts in Motion Gallery,
Mondays to Saturdays 10am to 5pm by prior appointment.
Call +1 268 788-3286.
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Gilly Gobinet
Animated frescoes, vivid
bougainvillea, and sailboats in the
midst of nautical contest are just
some of the captivating items on
display at Gilly Gobinet’s working
art gallery. The British-born artist
is a former biologist which might
explain the plethora of animals
beautifully captured on canvas
here too. Got a beloved dog or cat?
One of Gilly’s specialities is pet
portraits for which she donates
10 per cent of each sale to rescue
shelter PAAWS.
Gilly’s art gallery is open 9am to
1pm Mondays to Fridays or by
appointment.
Visit www.gillygobinet.com
or call +1 268 464-6084.

Debbie Gibson
Each of the shells artisan Debbie
Gibson incorporates into her
hand-crafted jewellery has its own
unique shape and story. After all,
a shell is never just a shell, Debbie
says; it’s an underwater journey
that encapsulates every visitor’s
favourite part of Antiguan nature
– the beach. Debbie’s expertly
created pieces – featuring national
emblems like the black pineapple –
allow you to take an unforgettable
piece of paradise home.

7

Shells by Gibson is located in
Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Call +1 268 732-4557.
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At home with Gilly Gobinet
Open art gallery in Fitches Creek is a unique browser’s paradise

O

ne wall is devoted to a series
of abstract watercolour nudes,
another to an effervescent
collection of bougainvillea and lilies
tenderly recreated in acrylic. Interspersed
throughout, haughty flamenco dancers
kick up their heels before an exquisitely
depicted audience of doe-eyed canines.
In the kitchen, cartoon rastas vie for
position among paintings of pineapples,
chattel houses and classic yachts. And
in the bathroom a papier mache clown
offers visitors lavatory paper with one tiny
scarlet hand.
In the background, the effortlessly
enchanting timbre of Mozart adds one
final whimsical flourish.
Welcome to the wonderful world of
Gilly Gobinet.
Barely a square foot of her open art
gallery in a pretty Fitches Creek street – a
short drive from the international airport
– has been excluded from this bacchanalia
of colour and canvas. Hand-painted
murals adorn exterior walls and even the
periphery of the swimming pool.
“Inspiration is never lacking when
you’re surrounded by all of this,” she says
brightly, gesturing towards the ocean which
abuts a stretch of unrestrained garden
where bananaquits shrill contentedly as
they forage among the blooms.
Anyone wishing to browse Gilly’s
sundry creations will be treated to a full
tour of the property, beginning with the

gaily embellished hallway before heading
into the bathroom which houses 42 pieces
alone. Hundreds more original works
and prints – all of which are for sale bedeck the interior rooms, verandah and
courtyard. The latter is where Gilly can
usually be found at work, brush in hand.
“I used to think my problem was
I had lots of different styles,” she says.
“Most artists are recognisable by one,
but in fact I realised I am just extremely
versatile. I can do anything from cartoons,
to very delicate pen and ink, to very
detailed or very loose watercolour and
acrylic – practically anything anyone asks
me to.”
While most of the pieces on display
are the result of her own impulse, much of
Gilly’s work is commissioned, particularly
her portraits of pet dogs and cats for
which she donates 10 per cent to animal
charity PAAWS. Nearly all her paintings
are suitcase-friendly, or they can be
shipped already stretched or rolled into a
tube for convenience. Greetings cards and

ABOVE: Gilly at work.

postcards are also available.
British-born Gilly, who has lived in
Antigua since 1984, adds: “What I love
most is the feeling of achievement when
you’ve created something
you love – and you hope
others will too.” n
Visitors can drop in 9am to
1pm Mondays to Fridays or by appointment.
For more details, visit www.gillygobinet.com,
email gillygobinet@me.com or
call (+268) 464-6084.

Scan code to
watch the video
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It’s all smooth sailing
Sailing is to Antigua what art galleries are to New York. Our
twin islands are home to more outlets ready to teach you how
to tack and jibe – or just how to keep your rum steady when
those waves hit – than you can shake a compass at. Don’t miss
the chance to kick back aboard one of these graceful vessels for
some me-time that’s both unforgettable and utterly guilt-free.

s Make a Dadli dog smile

Antigua’s native ‘Dadli’ dogs are famous for grinning.
Don’t believe us? Show up at the PAAWS shelter for rescued
dogs and cats and see those expressions of delight unfold.
The Parham-based facility is open for walkies and cuddles
Monday to Saturday from 10am-4pm and volunteers are
always warmly welcomed. Even better, the more human
contact the animals receive, the greater their chance of
finding a forever home.
Visit www.paaws-antigua.com or call +1 268 561-1484.

Planet-friendly pastimes
You already conserve water, take green bags to the supermarket and shun
plastic straws with zealous disdain. So why not extend the carbon conscience
a little further? Antigua & Barbuda offers a plethora of grin-inducing,
family-friendly activities that present a unique chance to experience our
pristine natural environment and don’t cost the earth.

Friggin’ awesome frigates
Home to the world’s largest nesting colony outside the Galapagos,
no trip to Barbuda is complete without a visit to the frigatebird
sanctuary. These magnificent creatures are famed for their colossal
7ft wingspan and the males’ spectacular show of flirting by puffing
out their throats into a bright red balloon during mating season.
The lagoon where they live is easily accessible by a short boat ride
from the sister isle’s capital Codrington.

s
s Take a hike

Whatever your fitness level, Hike Caribbean offers a jaunt
to suit. Walkers will enjoy a spectacular brush with nature on
these expertly guided tours. The island’s numerous meandering
trails feature local farms, picturesque beaches and striking
elevated scenes across the Antiguan countryside.
Visit www.hikecaribbean.com or email info@hikecaribbean.com
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s Kid around at Goatland

A trip to trailblazing eco-farm Goatland doesn’t just teach
you about planet-friendly agriculture, you can bottle-feed
the fur babies too. Statuesque Kiko goats, along with
hand-reared sheep, pigs, chickens and even a Barbuda
fallow deer are all waiting to greet you at this heartwarming former sugar plantation run by British vet Fiona
Francis and family. Tip: Call for specific directions upon
reaching Swetes village to avoid the rugged road favoured
by Google Maps.
Visit www.goatland.co or call +1 268 770-8844

s Emissions-free excursions

Carbon-neutral pursuits don’t get much better than the trio of manpowered activities on offer from Triflexcursion. Bike, hike and kayak
through some of Antigua’s most scenic terrain. There’s a variety of set
tours taking in mangroves, national parks, historic fortresses and back
streets – or customise your own to suit.
Visit www.triflexcursion.com, email triflexcursion@gmail.com
or call +1 268 729-3539.

s

s

Follow the wind
Whether drawn to the adrenaline rush of kiteboarding or kitesurfing – or
the gentler pace of paddle-boarding – there’s a whole host of engine-free
adventures to be had on Antigua & Barbuda’s resplendent waters. New to the
sports? 40 Knots offers lessons for all ability levels. The secret beaches, hidden
caves and invigorating waves are free of charge.
Visit www.40knots.net or call +1 268 788-9504.

Go down in history
Step back in time with a stroll around the wistful,
Georgian-era Nelson’s Dockyard. The district’s
myriad nature hikes also take in the restored
military lookout of Shirley Heights and its
sensational sweeping vistas, plus the intriguinglynamed Mermaid Gardens, a natural rock pool on
the fringes of the Atlantic. Green tip: The dockyard
is on the public bus route for extra brownie points.
Visit www.nationalparksantigua.com.
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Stretching for the stars
Olympic dreams are a step closer for Antigua’s gymnasts

C

ould the country’s young
gymnasts one day be striking
a pose on the world’s most
prestigious sporting stage?
That’s the goal of the Antigua
Gymnastics Club which recently
launched its first ever competitive artistic
gymnastics team. The up and coming
female stars are setting their sights first on
the Pan American Games and, ultimately,
the Olympics.
The non-profit Club, based in
Coolidge, received a major boost in
the shape of two professional coaches
from Canada. Alex Schlosser and Jess
Fylyshtan are both nationally qualified
in their homeland and relocated from
Ontario to Antigua last autumn to train
the twin island nation’s finest athletes.
The move followed a successful
training trip by the Club to Canada
last year. The coaches have almost two
decades of collective experience and have

trained girls to top finishes in Canadian
provincial championships.
Alex said the pair had been struck by
the amount of nascent talent they had
observed during a reconnaissance trip to
Antigua in spring 2019.

The coaches have almost two decades
of collective experience and have
trained girls to top finishes in
Canadian provincial championships.
“One of the most impressive things we
saw was the focus to detail these athletes
had already received in their recreational
classes,” he said.
Twenty girls, aged five to 12, were
selected for the team and are currently
training for up to nine hours a week
to perfect the complex and physically
demanding moves and routines required
for international contests.

The first stage focusses on body
shaping and injury prevention.
“This sets us up for success in our full
training programme,” Alex explained,
adding: “We are looking forward to
watching all these athletes grow and reach
their maximum potential.”
Antigua Gymnastics Club was set
up in 2006 by French gymnast Brigitte
Murphy and currently has almost
200 girls and boys in its recreational
programme.
Brigitte, who trained as a coach
in both the UK and the USA, said: “I
wanted to give all children in Antigua &
Barbuda the opportunity to discover and
participate in this amazing sport.
“No matter where they are from,
if they show the potential and the
commitment, we will do everything in our
power to give them the chance to reach
their ultimate goal.” n
Email gymnasticsantigua@gmail.com or
call +1 268 464-3111 for more information.
Check out the Club on Instagram:
Antiguagymnastics
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C’est magnifique at
Catherine’s Café
Where we went:
If there’s a better place to start the new
tourist season in style than Catherine’s
Café on beautiful Pigeon Point Beach then
we’re yet to find it. Think the unhurried
ambience of a Parisian café, offset with the
barefoot vibe of an upscale Floridian beach
club.

What we ate:
We adore the long-running restaurant’s
Provence-style fare which these days
includes beachside tartines and inspired
creations like the delectable smoked wahoo
rillettes with horseradish crème fraiche and
apple.
What we loved:
The powerful vocals of Asher Otto lend a
little punch to any party and the Itchyfeet
band are always guaranteed to get the
crowd on its feet. The music was upbeat,
the cocktails ice-cold and the day beds
perfect for lounging.

Scan code to
watch the video
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Parties,
parades and
pageantry
Where we went:
During late July and early August there’s
only one place that we self-respecting
social butterflies are likely to be found:
somewhere among the heady, hip-wiggling,
joyous jamboree that is Antigua Carnival
of course.
What it’s all about:
The earliest Carnival celebrations took
place almost 200 years ago to celebrate
freedom from slavery. The festivities in
their current form date back to 1957 and
these days comprise 11 action-packed days
of live music, vibrant parades and pageants.
And all that’s after a rousing series of
intoxicating pre-Carnival fetes that kicks
off as early as June. Best stockpile some
beauty sleep.
What we loved:
Our twin islands’ creative residents love to
show off their skills with an electrifying
array of hand-stitched costumes. This
year’s outfits raised the bar once again,
transforming the streets of St John’s into a
striking spectacle to rival Rio.
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Seriously
spooky
soiree at
Cloggy’s
Where we went:
From blood-soaked bogeymen to eerie
undeads, the costumed clan in attendance
at Cloggy’s annual Halloween fest were
ghastlier and more ghoulish than ever
before. Luckily, the murderous mood was
tempered by some sexy beasts, Cleopatra
and a lady cop to keep the peace.

What we ate:
Cloggy’s fare is devilishly delicious. There’s
freshly-caught fish, generously-portioned
salads and tempting tapas – and that’s just
for starters.

What we drank:
Absolut vodka was the spirit du jour. We
mixed ours with a splash of blood-coloured
cran.

What we loved :
The riotous bash at the long-running,
Falmouth Harbour-based restaurant is the
traditional starting pistol to the new tourist
season. This year’s event, complete with a
live performance from the 1761 Degrees
band, was every bit as buoyant.
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Tuesday
Tuesday
Buy
1 get 1 FREE pizza!
Buy 1 get 1 FREE pizza!

Thursday
AllThursday
you can eat pasta buffet
All you can eat pasta buffet

See us on Facebook:
See us on Facebook:
ALPORTOITALIANRESTAURANT
ALPORTOITALIANRESTAURANT
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Antigua’s Got
Talent in aid of
PAAWS
Where we went:
The inaugural Antigua’s Got Talent show
at Castaways on Jolly Beach lured islanders
out in their hundreds to watch local singers,
dancers and poets take to the stage.
Competitors were scored on creativity,
talent, stage presence, audience response
and overall performance by a star-studded
judging panel which included soca stars
Drastic and Kimmy.
The event – organised by PAAWS
animal charity – was hosted by Ibis the
Livest and flamboyant karaoke veteran
Wesley Simon who enthralled the audience
with a series of zany costume changes.
Who claimed the crown:
Eleven-year-old Ajanae Bleau – the
youngest of the evening’s 28 performers
– brought the house down with a spinetingling rendition of ‘Never Enough’ from
musical biopic The Greatest Showman. She
walked away with a Samsung Galaxy A8
and 12-month prepaid contract thanks to
headline sponsor Flow.
Runner-up was quirky voice actor
Francesca Southwell, with joint third place
taken by singers Dante Lewis and Najee
George.
What we loved:
In addition to unearthing some exceptional
rising stars, the well-attended event raised
more than US$3,000 for the donationdependent charity which runs a rescue
and rehoming centre for dogs and cats in
Parham. Visit www.paaws-antigua.com for
details.
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antigua’s favourite
pizzas • wings • burgers •
sandwiches • wraps & more

ua
.c

v.c. bird intl airport
open daily 7am-9pm
268-480-6979

om

redcliffe quay
mons-sat 9am-11pm
268-480-6985

gourmet deli-café · sushi bar · neapolitan pizza ·
homemade gelato · awesome salads · premium bar

royal palm place · friars hill road
mon-sat 7am-9:30pm
tel: +1 268 480 6940
www.thelarderantigua.com
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Lights,
camera,
action
Where we went:
Emerging talents from Antigua &
Barbuda and the wider region showcased
their movie-making skills at the inaugural
Wadadli Short Film Festival. We seized
the chance to get a sneak peek at the red
carpet opening at Carlisle Bay.
What it was about:
Billed as a celebration of creative film,
live performances, radical debates and
visionary concepts, the aim is to make
the festival an annual event and promote
rising stars across the Eastern Caribbean.

What we loved :
Guests travelled from as far as Europe,
North and South America to attend
the three-day fest which saw screenings
at various locations. Some of Antigua’s
understated talents received a well-earned
spotlight, like soca singer Hard Knaxx
who won best music video for his song
Life in Paradise. London-based Jordan
Pitt, born to Antiguan parents, took home
the coveted best international film title
with his submission, ‘Coffee’.
Pictures courtesy of Fyfephoto.com
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Pepperpot,
pumpkin and
patriotism
Where we went:
Antiguan food is fresh, flavourful and
hearty. And it’s on display in all its lipsmacking glory at the annual Independence
Day food fair. Dieters beware: this is a
gleefully carbalicious and sugar-loaded
zone.
What we ate:
National dish pepperpot and fungee – a
rich meat and vegetable stew with a side
helping of cornmeal paste – made an
appearance at several of the throngs of
stalls which lined the Sir Vivian Richards
Cricket Stadium. Lobster, seasoned rice
and Johnny cake (fried dumpling) also
helped kickstart those tastebuds. We
headed straight for the Ital stall for some
ducana – a delectable dumpling of sweet
potato, coconut and raisins – with peas and
rice, and curried pumpkin.

What we drank:
Freshly squeezed guava juice and a Wadadli
beer were just the ticket to wash it all down
with.
What we loved :
National colours were omnipresent in
tribute to the twin island country’s 38th
anniversary of independence from Britain.
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Considering a real estate
purchase in Antigua?
Here’s why now is the time to buy

I

t’s no secret that the Caribbean
property market has been depressed
for a number of years. The heydays
of the early 2000s when things were
booming and homes sold like hotcakes
have not returned.
Buyer reticence has continued since
the global economic downturn, resulting
in fewer sales and more hesitancy when it
comes to signing on the dotted line.
One might expect property prices to
have decreased as supply exceeds demand.
Antigua however is a different market
from elsewhere in the world. Most buyers
do not need a home in the Caribbean,
they want one. And most vendors do not
have to sell a current property to purchase
another.
Owning a home in the Caribbean
is a lifestyle decision and because of the
desire to own or hold onto one’s property,

coupled with good rental returns,
prices have not suffered in the way one
might imagine. Owners therefore have
benefitted from an appreciating asset,
even in a depressed market.

As the world is becoming
more accessible, the Antiguan
property market is gathering
momentum.
The recent explosion of online
marketplaces like Airbnb, alongside
cheap direct flights, is making owning a
property in Antigua an even better longterm investment strategy.
As the world is becoming more
accessible, the Antiguan property market
is gathering momentum. Over the years
we have seen that our rental

market trends tend to lead our sales
market trends and there is more
interest now than ever.
In light of these positive signs, now
might just be the best time to take the
plunge and buy a home here before the
cat is out of the bag and prices start to
soar.
Browse the following pages for a
selection of our current sales and rental
listings. For further information on any
you see – or for alternative suggestions
to suit your specific needs – get in touch
so we can help find you your dream
Caribbean getaway.
Use the QR code logos to navigate
directly to listing pages and property
videos using your smartphone camera.
Enjoy! n
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The Property Handbook
The road to ownership
Six small steps to buying property
in Antigua...
Step 1: Choosing an agent
Identifying the right realtor to guide you
through the buying process is crucial.
With a combined four decades’ experience
in the local property market, the friendly,
efficient and professional Luxury
Locations team can help make finding
your ideal abode a fruitful and enjoyable
experience.
Step 2: Viewing properties
The next stage is for us to determine your
specific requirements: is your dream home
beachfront or hillside? Does it have a pool
or garden? How many bedrooms should it
have? And what is your investment range?
We will then suggest various properties
for you to look at online and arrange a
time to take you to see them.
Step 3: Finding the one you
love
With an extensive portfolio from snug
holiday hideaways to plush palatial
estates, we’re confident it won’t be long
before you’re head over heels in real estate
love. You can then submit an offer and
we will negotiate on your behalf, ensuring
you the best possible deal for your money.
Once the offer is accepted, a deposit will
be needed to reserve the property; usually
either US$10,000 or one per cent of the
property price.

Step 4: The legal process
Now come the all-important legalities
for which we can put you in touch with a
reputable lawyer. Their fee is between one
and two per cent of the purchase price,
half of which will be required upfront.
The seller’s lawyer will then draw up a
draft contract. Once both parties are
happy with the fine print, a 10 per cent
deposit of the property price is due
(minus the reservation deposit already
paid). That will be held safely in an escrow
account.
Step 5: Non-citizen’s
licence
Non-nationals buying a home need
a non-citizen’s licence which our
recommended lawyers can handle for
you. It costs five per cent of the purchase
price and can take up to three months
to acquire but it’s a pretty seamless
process and 99 per cent of applicants are
approved.
Step 6: Completion
The remaining 90 per cent of the property
price is owed upon completion of the deal.
Finally, there’s the transfer of the title
deeds making you the official owner. Now
all that’s left for you to do is settle in and
enjoy your new home. Or, for maximum
return on your investment, enter it into
the rental programme and allow our sister
company Villa Management to take care
of it for you.

And finally…
Have you considered citizenship by
investment?
For the savvy investor,
a second passport can
spawn a wealth of
advantages including
visa-free travel and
international tax
planning. In 2013,
Antigua & Barbuda
became the latest nation to offer a route
for citizenship by investment. But while
other jurisdictions offer something
ostensibly comparable, few make it as
speedy, seamless or affordable as our twin
island paradise.
One avenue for gaining an Antigua
& Barbuda passport is a minimum
US$400,000 purchase in a governmentapproved real estate project. Successful
applicants are not required to sacrifice
their current citizenship. They also
benefit from exemption from a number
of local taxes, including personal income,
net worth, gift tax and estate duty. In
addition, they enjoy visa-free travel
to around 130 countries worldwide,
including the UK, Canada, Hong Kong,
Singapore, and Europe’s borderless
Schengen area.
Our friendly and professional team
can guide you through every step of the
process. n
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ANTIGUA PROPERTY SALES

Villa Alize, St James Club resort

US$1,800,000
Set within the exclusive St James Club, Villa Alize benefits
both from a sensational hilltop location and access to all of
the first-class resort’s luxurious amenities.
With renovation, as per the CGIs shown, this fourbedroom main villa is transformed into a stunning home
away from home. It has a picturesque courtyard dining
area, media entertainment room, and office.
There is air-conditioning throughout, luscious tropical
gardens and a private pool. This property also has a
detached one-bedroom guest cottage.
Villa Alize is within a gated community, with 24-hour
security for ultimate peace of mind.
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Indian View, Jolly Harbour

US$1,100,000
With a prime spot on Harbour Island, this stylish three-bedroom
villa offers both privacy and close proximity to amenities. The shaded
verandah leads into a large open-plan living, dining and kitchen area.
High ceilings and tiled floors throughout help keep the interior cool.
The generously-proportioned master bedroom has a large
en-suite with his and hers sinks and leads into a private study/ TV
room. Jolly Harbour is a gated community with 24-hour security and
popular restaurants and bars.

Scan code to
watch the video

Indian View, Jolly Harbour

US$1,350,000

Stylish three-bedroom villa on exclusive Harbour
Island within gated community. Impressive
modern kitchen, shaded verandah, pool and
sundeck. All bedrooms are en-suite; master
bedroom has private study/den.
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Villa Waves, English Harbour

US$2,995,000
Luxurious styling, underground parking and glorious outdoor spaces
overlooking a UNESCO world heritage. Those are just some of
the features setting this stunning six-bedroom, six-bathroom home
apart.
Villa Waves occupies a half-acre site with sea views of Clarence
House, Shirley Heights and Nelsons Dockyard.
It benefits further from its constant trade breeze, infinity pool
and close proximity to local amenities. This property is a wise
investment choice due to its strong holiday rental potential and
space to develop an adjacent cottage.
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ANTIGUA PROPERTY SALES

Blue Escapes, Emerald Cove

US$4,250,000
This beautiful east coast property is set on a bluff of three and a
half acres and offers stunning ocean views. The main villa has three
bedrooms and there is a separate one-bedroom guest cottage.
Blue Escapes is of traditional Italian style, abundant with
impressive features. The main living area has glass patio doors on
two sides opening onto a covered terrace and al fresco dining area
leading out to the pool. All bedrooms offer fabulous bay vistas. The
lower ground floor is ideal for conversion to an office, cinema or
gym.
The property is of a robust concrete structure and benefits
further from its elevated position.
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Villa Champagne, Galley Bay Heights

US$3,450,000
Villa Champagne is located within an exclusive gated community
and boasts magnificent sea views from all rooms. Ensconced in
vegetation, this five-bedroom home with private gym and swimming
pool is a spectacular tropical getaway.
It has been designed with high ceilings, open beams and
contemporary muted tones for a sophisticated island-style charm.
This property has a two-car garage plus additional parking outside,
media room, multiple outside relaxation and dining areas and is just
a short walk from the beach.
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ANTIGUA PROPERTY SALES

Villa Azura, Long Bay
US$2,700,000

Three-bedrooms, 1.8-acre plot with infinity pool.
Stylish interior, spacious living room and adjacent
sunken den.

Falmouth Harbour plots
From US$250,000

Two prime hillside parcels of land are available overlooking Falmouth
Harbour. This unique and special untouched sanctuary features two
parcels of 13,706 sqft each with ocean sunset, Falmouth Harbour views
and beautiful indigenous trees.

Sleeping Indian, Sleeping
Indian Hills
US$800,000

Comprises two apartments with five bedrooms.
Private patios, open-plan interiors, alarm systems,
water cistern. Close to Jolly Harbour.
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ANTIGUA PROPERTY SALES

Island Time, Turtle Bay
US$1,590,000

Deluxe four-bedroom villa, designed by leading architect and fringing national
park. Infinity pool, back-up generator, sea views across to Montserrat.

325B Harbour Sun, Jolly Harbour
US$850,000

Three bedrooms, two bathrooms, stunning harbour views.
Stylishly designed, high-end fittings and fixtures.

Stardust, Jolly Harbour

US$1,200,000

Three bedrooms, two bathrooms, guest washroom,
contemporary styling. Large open-plan living area,
vast sundeck and boat dock.
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ANTIGUA PROPERTY SALES

Summer Breeze, overlooking Jolly Harbour
US$460,000

Elevated landmark location, two bedrooms, two bathrooms. Hurricane
shutters, electric gates, swimming pool.

No.1 Hamilton Estate, Valley Church
US$230,000

Two-bedroom, two-bathroom apartment. Communal pool and
sundeck. Spacious interior, close to amenities.

Hamilton Estate No 2,
Valley Church
US$210,000

Two-bedroom, two-bathroom apartment.
Communal pool and sundeck. Spacious interior,
close to amenities.
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ANTIGUA PROPERTY SALES

Palm Villa, Scott’s Hill
US$499,500

Panoramic views, five bedrooms, large pool with sundeck.
Air-conditioned throughout. Short drive from St John’s.

Villa Dragonfly, Harbour View
US$400,000

Charming mountain-facing villa, four bedrooms, three bathrooms.
Electronic hurricane shutters, security system, pool.

Anchorage Hill, English Harbour
From US$295,000

Various plots available from 0.5 to two acres. Prime
location 400 metres from waterfront at Falmouth
Harbour. Quiet location but close to amenities.
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ANTIGUA PROPERTY SALES

Ocean Grand Estate House,
Corbison Point
US$6,500,000

Luxurious four-bedroom, five-bathroom home,
flanked by stunning beaches. Sweeping glass doors.
Short drive from international airport.

Windward Bay Estate, English Harbour
Price on request

Various house plots available in exclusive gated community. Prime
waterfront setting. Citizenship by investment approved. Close to amenities.

South Beach Plot, Jolly
Harbour
US$1,100,000

Superbly located 13,000sqft plot within gated
community. Stunning sunset views. Close to
international supermarket, restaurants and golf
course.
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ANTIGUA PROPERTY SALES

South Point studios,
Falmouth Harbour
From US$695,000

Stylish one-bedroom residences, European
furnishings. Access to hotel amenities. Vacation
rental programme with good returns.

No 5 Harbour Residences,
Harbour Island
US$725,000

Contemporary styling, Jolly Harbour gated community.
Three bedrooms, pool, high-end fittings and fixtures.
Close to amenities and beaches.

Ocean Grand Estate land,
Corbison Point
From US$375,000

Pristine beach plots available on beautiful headland
spot. Forthcoming gated community. Approved for
citizenship by investment.
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ANTIGUA PROPERTY SALES

422C, Jolly Harbour

US$235,000

Two en-suite bedrooms, marina views, air-conditioning. Gated
community. Open-plan living area, waterfront terrace. Close to amenities.

421E, Jolly Harbour
US$250,000

Two-bedroom end villa in gated community. Master suite has private
balcony. Hurricane shutters, air-conditioning, marina and mountain views.

Villa 222C, Jolly Harbour

US$475,000

Two bedrooms, waterfront setting. Covered
verandah with stunning sea views. Sought-after
gated community.
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ANTIGUA PROPERTY SALES

English Harbour homes
From US$1,450,000

The perfect location to build your dream home. Off-plan build
designs of three or four bedroom homes set on great plots in
English Harbour with ocean sunset and Falmouth Harbour views.

Villa 417B, Jolly Harbour
US$255,000

Stylish two-bedroom, 2.5-bathroom villa with 40ft dock. Strong
rental history. Hurricane shutters, air-conditioning.

Beach Walk Cottage, Jolly Harbour
US$185,000

Two bedrooms, gated community, waterfront setting. Hurricane
shutters, air-conditioning, short walk to beach.
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PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

Ask the experts:
Villa Management
Outsourcing the management of your property can
save headaches, hassle and even money
n What do your property management
services include?
We work closely with our clients to create
a package that suits them. We offer full
property checks either weekly or monthly,
depending on their desires. We can also
organise home insurance and pay the
utility bills on their behalf. We look
after each property as if it was our own,
ensuring it keeps its value.
If a client wishes to rent out their
home, then we also offer a full range of
rental services from securing bookings
to taking care of their guests. Some
homeowners choose to handle the
marketing and bookings of their property
themselves. Others prefer to allow us
to do so, taking charge of promotional
videos and photographs, getting bookings
via our worldwide network of agents and
online engines, and ensuring their guests
have the holiday of a lifetime.

n How does your fee structure work?
We charge a monthly rate to manage the
property, plus a fee for handling short or
long-term rentals.
Typical rental commissions are from
20-30 per cent. Larger luxury villas are
subject to a higher percentage because
overseas tour operators and agents
demand a bigger commission for these.
Such fees should be factored into people’s
costs when considering their returns.
Our maintenance and cleaning
services are billed additionally and
itemised for absolute transparency.
n What kind of financial returns am I
likely to receive?
This depends on your property. Sugar
Ridge villas get excellent rental returns,
usually five per cent or more a year after
costs. Typically, a two-bedroom villa
worth around US$250,000 will see 2.5
per cent returns.

Most people who buy a home in
Antigua are not looking at rental returns
as much as lifestyle benefits, such as
somewhere warm to spend the winter
months. Renting out their property when
they’re not using it helps cover the bills
and maintenance.
n What are the tax requirements for
rental properties in Antigua?
There is a 12.5 per cent rental tax on
the gross income of all rental properties.
The property management company is
responsible for paying this to government
on the owner’s behalf. We do this on a
monthly basis.
n What is the process of finding and
vetting guests and tenants?
We only work with trusted booking
companies and agents around the world.
Online booking engines require thorough
verification too. We take an advance
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VILLA MANAGEMENT

Call us on +1 268 562 8174
to find out more about our services

www.villa-management-antigua.com

security deposit from our guests and every
villa is thoroughly checked before and
after each stay to make sure it has been
well looked after. We have great guests 99
per cent of the time.
n Can you take care of general
maintenance too?
Our regular property inspections include
a scrupulous check of all areas, both inside
and outside. We take photos of anything
we feel needs attention which are then
sent to the homeowner to see what they
would like us to do. We always get a quote
for them to approve before undertaking
any work. We never spend money without
the owner’s approval unless it’s an
emergency.
n How do you vet your subcontractors?
We have worked with a lot of contractors
over the years and we always seek
references. These days we have a very

stable team of honest, reliable partners
who charge reasonable rates, adhere to
our high standards and are 100 per cent
trustworthy.
We have worked with our current
team for several years now and are very
happy with them. They come out for
emergencies at any time of the day or
week, regardless of holidays, and we are
lucky to have them on hand.
n How are your properties marketed?
Via our own websites, this magazine and
a vast number of international agents and
online booking sites. We now have more
agents than ever thanks to a recent trip to
the World Travel Market. Our marketing
side is growing all the time so we can
secure more rentals for our homeowners.

n Why would I choose Villa
Management?
We have been around a long time and
are well-known and respected in the area
for providing good, honest service. Like
anyone, we’re not perfect but any mistakes
are always swiftly rectified.
We are always open and honest with
our clients and our team is dedicated
to giving all our homeowners and
guests excellent service. Most of our
homeowners are our friends and have a
great relationship with our staff too.
We have a very low turnover of
property management clients and haven’t
lost one in a long time. We still have some
of the very first properties we managed
over a decade ago on our books.
People choose us because we are
always available and accessible and they
know they will be looked after. n
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ANTIGUA HOLIDAY RENTALS

Pearns Bay House, Pearns Point
From US$7,000 a night

Luxurious six-bedroom, seven-bathroom beachfront
property with exceptional sea views, swimming pool,
private gym, media room and office. Full-time chef on
property who can cater to every diet, plus house-keeper
and 24-hour security. Car hire, with driver if desired, is
included.

Elysium Fields, Jolly Harbour
From US$3,500 a night

Newly built four-bedroom, four-bathroom luxury villa with chic
contemporary styling, luxury fixtures, fittings and furnishings. Set on the
waterfront at Jolly Beach. Covered al fresco dining area leads to shaded
lounge and private swimming pool. Massage room.

Windies Villa, Sugar Ridge
From US$675 a night

Stunning three-bedroom, three-bathroom villa in
exclusive resort setting with panoramic sea views. Stylish
contemporary décor. Access to luxury amenities. Shuttle
available to nearby beaches. Short walk to international
supermarket, plus off-site restaurants and bars.
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ANTIGUA HOLIDAY RENTALS

Villa Sunset, Sugar Ridge
From US$675 a night

Beautiful five-bedroom, five-bathroom hillside villa overlooking Caribbean
Sea. Spacious sundeck with pool and shaded relaxation areas. Shuttle
available to nearby beaches. Short walk to international supermarket, plus
off-site restaurants and bars.

Cotton House, Sugar Ridge
From US$675 a night

Exquisite holiday home in luxury resort setting. Stunning sea views, pool,
sundeck. Comprises two-bedroom villa and one-bedroom guest cottage.
Beaches and amenities are close by.

The Mill House, Jolly Harbour

US$723 a night

Superb waterfront villa within gated community with
three large en-suite bedrooms plus two more with
bunk beds. The extensive outdoor living area is ideal
for al fresco dining, relaxing on the sun loungers
or cooling off in the villa’s private pool. Exceptional
views and within walking distance of beach.
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ANTIGUA HOLIDAY RENTALS

The White House, Long Bay
From US$2,500 a week

Spectacular four-bedroom, six-bathroom waterfront
home. Upscale private community setting. Infinity pool
overlooks beach. All bedrooms are air-conditioned. Ideal
location for watersports enthusiasts and nature lovers.

Pimento Villa, Harbour View
From US$2,500 a week

Spacious four-bedroom, three-bathroom villa in
tranquil residential setting within walking distance
of Jolly Harbour and beaches. Tastefully decorated,
fully-fitted kitchen. Pool, large sundeck and shaded
verandah.

Milk and Honey, Harbour View
From US$2,500 a week

Charming four-bedroom detached villa within walking distance
of Jolly Harbour’s abundant amenities and beaches. Large pool,
sundeck, central air-conditioning, stylishly furnished.
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ANTIGUA HOLIDAY RENTALS

Out Of The Blue, Jolly Harbour
From US$1200 a night

Exceptional beachfront villa with four bedrooms and four
bathrooms. Luxuriously appointed throughout. Outdoor
relaxation and dining areas. Large garden leading to sandy cove.
Additional one-bedroom guest cottage.

238A, Jolly Harbour
From US$1,519 a week

Totally refurbished and stylishly appointed two-bedroom villa. Gated
community, waterfront setting, state-of-the-art appliances, extended
bedrooms and sundeck. BBQ, WiFi, air-conditioning.

LUxury
LO c a t i o n s • M a g a z i n e

Looking for more rental
properties?

Call us on +1 268 562-8174

VILLA MANAGEMENT
Do you need property
management services?
Call +1 268 562 8174 to find out more
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ANTIGUA HOLIDAY RENTALS

The Patterson House, Half Moon Bay
From US$2,363 a week

Peacefully located, two-bedroom villa with prime spot on regular ‘world’s
best beach’ nominee. Glorious sundeck overlooking sea. Maid service,
air-conditioning, 20-minute drive from English Harbour.

Villa Seascapes, Jolly
Harbour
From US$1,200 a week

Ideally-located two-bedroom holiday home in
popular gated community. Refurbished kitchen,
lovely marina views, amenities and beaches within
walking distance.

Villa 222C, South Finger, Jolly
Harbour
From $1,688 a week

Recently refurbished two-bedroom villa with modern
fixtures and fittings, large sundeck with loungers and
outside dining table. Air-conditioning, barbecue, WiFi.
Five-minute walk to Jolly Beach.
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ANTIGUA HOLIDAY RENTALS

Villa 224C, South Finger,
Jolly Harbour
From $1,150 a week

Charming two-bedroom villa within walking
distance of beach. Both bedrooms have lovely
en-suites. Air-conditioning, WiFi, barbecue,
washing machine. Close to amenities.

Beach Walk Cottage, Jolly Harbour
From US$985 a week

Chic and well-styled four-bedroom villa with pool, a short walk from
Jolly Harbour’s stunning beaches and amenities including an international
supermarket, gym and pharmacy. Fully-fitted kitchen, three bathrooms,
large sundeck and shaded verandah offering scenic countryside views.

Villa Babylon, Galleon Beach

Nightly rates from US$500 plus 5%
booking fee

This attractive villa has a wonderful location and is
just a short stroll from the beach. The living room
has doors opening on three sides to the wrap-around
terrace with 180-degree sea views. There is a pool
and Jacuzzi. All the bedrooms are air conditioned
and the property has a fully-equipped kitchen.
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List with

Luxury Locations
and get more from your property agent

Our award-winning team of hard-working professionals has earned a
solid reputation for efficiency, honesty and broad knowledge of the real
estate market.
Luxury Locations today represents more
exclusive property than any other agency
in Antigua – and has become the only
choice for those wanting the best.
We understand an owner’s needs for
correct representation and going that
extra mile to ensure their property is
represented to the right clientele –
which is why we offer something a little
different to other brokers.

Head Office
Luxury Locations, Portofino Offices,
Jolly Harbour, St Mary’s, Antigua, WI.
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562 8174
8174
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www.luxurylocations.com • info@luxurylocations.com
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Office Hours 9am–5pm Monday–Friday
Office Hours 9am–5pm Monday–Friday

Why list
with
exclusively?
Why
list with
us us
exclusively?
There are many benefits to exclusivity:
are many benefits
to exclusivity:
•There
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professional
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coverage in professional
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lifestyle– and
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• –Unparalleled
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our own websites – published in four languages
and strong marketing
links with global
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BUSINESS DIRECTORY

LUxury

A ROCKS GROUP RESTAURANT

L O c at i o n s • M a g a z i n e

ADVERTISING WITH US
Call us on +1 268 562-8174 to be included in our next issue.

Abbott’s Jewellery is Antigua’s leading
duty free shop, offering the most
extensive assortment of luxury lines to
include Rolex and other Swiss-made
watch brands, exquisite jewellery,
fragrances and gifts for
all occasions.

Italian waterfront restaurant
Open 7 nights a week from 5pm

Italian waterfront
restaurant,
Jollymusic
Harbour by 1761
Monday night
features
live
Tuesday
– Buyus1 you
getwill
1 FREE
pizzatonight
Once
you discover
never want
leave
Thursday
– All-you-can-eat delicious pasta buffet
Fun, friendly atmosphere with great food, cocktails and music

Call: + 1 268 562-7848

Open 7 days a week from 5pm. Call for reservations +1 (268) 562 7848
Weekly Events...
Monday
Music by 1761

Tuesday
Buy 1 get 1 FREE pizza!

Thursday
All you can eat pasta buffet

See us on Facebook:
ALPORTOITALIANRESTAURANT

Before you begin your next project,
be sure to visit our office and
showroom in English Harbour, or
take your time to peruse our website

A ROCKS GROUP RESTAURANT

Knowledge • Experience • Professionalism • Reliability

hotel | restaurant | lounge | sushi bar

CG Construction – Cobbs Cross, English
Harbour. Telephone +1 (268) 562 8074

www.cg-construction.com • cgantigua2016@gmail.com

One stop agency catering to all the
needs of the yachting industry
Office location Falmouth Harbour marina
Visit www.anchorconciergeltd.com
Call 268 734-1865/3865

front desk:
1 268 562 9600
US/CAN toll-free: 1 800 857 2082
UK toll-free:
0800 014 8443
info@southpointantigua.com
E n g l i s h H a r b o u r, S t P a u l

Shared by few,
rivalled by none

info@orangelimited.com
Call +1 268 788-2628

Big Banana Cafe Ristorante
VC Bird International Airport, new terminal
+1 (268) 484-1380
Big Banana Pizzas in Paradise
Redcliﬀe Quay
+1 (268) 480-6985
Mond
Monday
to Saturday 11:00 am to 11:00
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BUSINESS DIRECTORY

Personal Banking Services
Wealth Management
Commercial Banking Services
International Retail Banking Solutions
Escrow Services
Online Banking and Card Services

www.globalbankofcommerce.com

Swim, touch and feed our friendly stingrays
and learn all about these amazing,
captivating creatures

Unique art gallery in beautiful Fitches Creek.
Hundreds of original hand-painted watercolours
and acrylic paintings.

Visit www.stingraycityantigua.com
Call: +1 268 562 7297

Visit www.GillyGobinet.com
Email: GillyGobinet@me.com

Our Aveda™ Concept Spa, the only on Antigua,
is the perfect place for your path to personal
wellness
and
holisticXLAM
health
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Call +1 268 464 6084

Portofino Offices, Jolly Harbour,
St Mary’s, Antigua
Telephone: +1268 562 8174

Call: +1 (268) 484-3701
www.sugarridgeantigua.com

BBF ANTIGUA is part of BBF GROUP,
a firm based in Italy consisting of a network
of expert professionals and skilled
contractors who work in full synergy
throughout our three brands: BALBO
DESIGN, T2F STUDIO and BBF
ANTIGUA itself.
We are specialized in the design and
realization of projects for commercial,
residential and hotel sectors, either for new
buildings or renovations/restoration of
existing ones.
Our market has been predominantly Italy
and Europe since 1972 but recently (2015)
we have successfully branched out to the
Caribbean region and specifically Antigua
& Barbuda.
Since 2018 we are the exclusive dealer for
the Caribbean market of the C.L.T.

Gilly Gobinet
art gallery

info@luxurylocations.com
www.luxurylocations.com
Our graphic representations are developed
with the most modern digital graphic
software, as well as hand drawing and water
color traditional techniques, in order to
display the best suggestions and visual
characteristics to our clients.
Each architectural and interior design
process is supported by our Project &
Construction Management brand
(T2FSTUDIO) which, through our expert
project managers and skilled site managers,
allow us to obtain our client's goals quickly
and effectively, minimizing time, risks and
costs of the project activities.
If you are looking to build your own
property, would like advice on building
techniques and design or are interested in
one of our development projects below
please contact us.
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Rose's Estate, Falmouth Bay - luxury villa on sale
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LUxury

Rose's Estate, Falmouth Bay - high end villa on sale

BBF Antigua ltd . Friars Hill Road, #4 . P.O.Box W203 . Woods Centre . St. John's . Antigua and Barbuda
bbfantigua@keemail.me . ph.+1(268)788-3777 . websites: www.bbfgroup.eu - www.studiobalboarchitettura.it - www.t2f.it
Rose's Estate, Falmouth Bay - high end villa on sale

BBF Antigua ltd . Friars Hill Road, #4 . P.O.Box W203 . Woods Centre . St. John's . Antigua and Barbuda
bbfantigua@keemail.me . ph.+1(268)788-3777 . websites: www.bbfgroup.eu - www.studiobalboarchitettura.it - www.t2f.it

Call us on +1 268 562-8174 to be included in our next issue.
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Explore Antigua’s breathtaking coastline on a guided jet ski tour.
ADVERTISING
Just a 10 minute taxi ride from St. Johns port, Real Paradise Jet Ski Tours
WITH US
a one ofto a kind adventure for those seeking a unique experience!
Call usprovides
on +1 268 562-8174
be included in our next issue.

Portofino Offices, Jolly Harbour,
St Mary’s, Antigua
Telephone: +1268 562 8174
info@luxurylocations.com
www.luxurylocations.com

Adv
Carmichael’s is an open-air fine dining restaurant
elevated above the hilltop with stunning views
and sensational sunsets. The menu offers
international dishes infused with Caribbean
flavours and fresh local ingredients.
Call: +1 (268) 484-3701
www.sugarridgeantigua.com

Understated elegance and first-class
amenities at luxury 82-suite resort
Set on palm-fringed, white sand beach with a
backdrop of emerald green rainforest

At Luxur

JetSkiAntigua.com

and the

available

Explore Antigua’s
breathtaking coastline on a
guided jet ski tour

Front Co

US$5,00

Back Co

US$2,75

www.carlisle-bay.com • info@carlisle-bay.com

Call +1 268 484-0000

Tel +1 268 770 7157

Half Pag

US$800

bookings@realparadiseantigua.com

Mecha

Size (Hx
Double

Full Page

Half Pag
Quarter

Bookings@RealParadiseAntigua.com

+1 (268)-770-7157

The Caribbean’s Premier
Generator Specialists
Sales • Service • Parts

The Cork and Basket store and café
www.corkandbasket.com
Telephone +1 268 462-0363

com

Antigua’s only authorized FG Wilson
service centre

Call: +1 268 462-3935
Email: Exeleng@gmail.com

Le Bistro Le Bistro
Le Bistro
French Restaurant

French Restaurant

Antigua’s first authentic French
restaurant – and an island
institution
Open Tuesday to Sunday from 6.30pm
with last orders at 10.30pm
Located in Hodges Bay

Call: +1 268 462 3881
Email: pgbistro@candw.ag

All adve

MANAGEMENT
jetskiantiguaVILLA www.jetskiantigua.com

n CD, D

With you every
step of the way

n Photo

n Photo

n Image

n Origin

NOTE: We

We want to make sure that you get exactly what you
want, whether it’s a manager to maintain your property
in your absence for peace of mind or full rental
management to maximise your return on investment.

Call +1 268 562 7814

French Restaurant

LOcated in Falmouth
Harbour with stunning
views of the yachts
Tasty colourful dishes – a perfect
lunch and dinner spot

Open Tuesday to Saturday for lunch and Wednesday to
Saturday for dinner. Sunday lunch is from 12pm-4.30pm.

Call: +1 268 460-6910 or +1 268 764-8083
Email: cloggyscafe@yahoo.com
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ADVERTISE WiTH LUXURY LOCATIONS

L O c at i o n s • M a g a z i n e

LUXURY LOCATIONS.
The Magazine

More than
just anLOCATIONS.
advert
LUXURY
LOCATIONS.
LUXURY
LUXURY
LOCATIONS.

Advertising
Rates
Want
to tell the world about your business and stand head and shoulders above the competition?

The
Magazine
The
Magazine
The
Magazine

At Luxury Locations The Magazine we have many advertising options. Below is a list of each type of advertisement

Vision

Flair

Front Coverand innovative
Double Page Spread
OurInside
creative
team knows that in today’s competitive

Captivating and enlightening articles – complemented by stunning

US$1,500
OurUS$2,000
mission is to represent
our clients’ brands as if they were our
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‘it aLL cOMes BacK tO LOVe’ FOR MaXi PRiest
Reggae star talks exclusively to Luxury Locations Magazine about
reconnecting musically with Shaggy – and why the Caribbean will
always be his happy place
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Your guide to the best plant-based dishes on island
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ANTIGUA
& BARBUDA

Hodges Bay
Dickenson Bay

PLACES TO VISIT:
1. St John's Harbour
2. Pearns Point
3. Jolly Harbour
4. Cades Reef
5. Falmouth Harbour
6. English Harbour
7. Shirley Heights
8. St James Club
9. Lynch Point
10. Green Island
11. St John's Cathedral
12. Devil's Bridge
13. Hell's Gate
14. Sir Vivian Richards Stadium
15. Betty's Hope
16. Donkey Sanctuary
17. Rainforest and Rainforest tour
18. Wallings Dam
19. St Barnabas Anglican Church
20. Government House & Court House
21. Dow's Hill Interpretation Centre
22. Fort James
23. Fort Barrington
24. Fort George
25. Fort Berkeley
26. Pink sand in Barbuda
27. Frigate Bird Sanctuary
28. Guiana Island
29. Long Island
30. VC Bird International Airport
31. Stingray City

Hawksbill Bay

1

ST. JOHN’S

Pinching Bay

Valley Church Beach
Ffryes Beach

Morris Bay
Carlisle Bay
LUXURY LOCATIONS
Porto Fino Oﬃces
Jolly Harbour
Antigua
Oﬃce Tel: +1268 5618174
Cell: +1268 7645874
Email: Info@LuxuryLocations.com
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Jabberwock
Jabberwock
BeachBeach

Mercers
Mercers
Long Bay
Creek Creek Long Bay
Bay Bay
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Pares Pares

Nonsuch
Nonsuch
Bay Bay

Half Moon
Half Moon
Bay Bay

Bay
Rendezvous
Rendezvous
Bay Bay
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MY ANTIGUA

Martha’s marine mission
From training legions of fellow scuba divers to anti-whaling activism, legendary diver
Martha Watkins Gilkes has spent much of her life plumbing the depths of the region’s
seas on behalf of its intriguing denizens. And there’s little danger of the Mississippi-born
conservationist, author and underwater explorer slowing down any time soon.
Martha’s 45-year love affair with the Caribbean began as a US Peace Corps
volunteer in Grenada. She later met her Barbadian husband Tony whose work as a LIAT
pilot brought the couple to Antigua.
Here, she talks to Luxury Locations Magazine about her passions, pet peeves and
proudest moments – and why she will never stop fighting to protect the ocean’s most
vulnerable inhabitants.
Describe the moment Antigua felt like
home.
The day I got my work permit allowing
me to continue my passion teaching scuba
diving. I had transferred my business
Fanta-Sea Island Divers to Antigua from
Barbados where I had established what
was then the only female-owned and
operated scuba diving operation in the
Eastern Caribbean.
What’s your happiest Antiguan
memory?
Living on a beautiful Caribbean island,
waking up to birds singing and a mass
of colourful tropical flowers and bright
sunshine can’t help but make one want
to jump out of bed every day. But if I had
to say just one happiest memory it would
be the day I was given my Antiguan
citizenship. I knew I had a new island
home that I would never leave.
What’s the most monumental event
you’ve experienced here?
Hurricane Luis hitting Antigua &
Barbuda in 1995 was devastating. It was
the first serious hurricane I’d experienced.
Our home was badly damaged and we
had to rebuild our lives and property. We
were without electricity for four months.
It was a very trying time but looking
back it made me a stronger person. The
experience led me to eventually obtain
a press pass and fly with the Hurricane
Hunters, which helped me come to terms
with hurricanes as I understood more
about them.

Favourite above-water activities?
I love hanging out at the Beach Bum
Bar on Half Moon Bay on Sunday
afternoons. It attracts a cross-section of
island characters and the atmosphere is
lively, full of laughter and chit-chat. You
never know who you will end up meeting.
I also love Cecilia’s for a long leisurely
lunch and Catherine’s Café listening to
Itchyfeet play and dancing barefoot in the
sand.
What’s the secret to surviving small
island life?
Island life is certainly not for everyone
and you can’t sweat the small stuff if
you’re going to be happy. You have to
accept a simpler way of life and the
fact that things move slowly. Material
possessions become less important; you
have to be resourceful and learn to make
do with less.
Any pet peeves?
I have no patience with people who
moan and groan about life and find fault
in everything. I avoid contact with such
people. I believe we have much control
over our lives and what happens along the
way. If you’re a positive person and instead
seek to solve problems, you’ll live a much
happier life. I turn lemons into lemonade!
What’s your proudest achievement?
Sharing my passion and love for the
marine environment with the legion of
divers I have certified during my 38 years
as a professional diving instructor. It has
made me very proud to help others love
and appreciate the marine world and the
amazing creatures living in the sea.

ABOVE: Martha with baby dolphin Anani, found
stranded on an Antiguan beach in January 2019,
prompting a 13-day rescue mission by local volunteers

What’s the best advice you’ve ever been
given?
As a young woman, a wise, older lady told
me that the only reason to take a big step
in life like getting married or having a
child is if you feel your life would not be
complete without it. Her advice helped
me decide to marry my ‘island boy’ in
spite of cultural differences. It has given
me a lifetime of happiness and excitement
and kept me in the islands which is where
I belong.
Tell us one thing about you no one
knows.
My mother spent several months in an
iron lung when pregnant with me after
contracting polio. I’m thankful we both
survived. I support annual World Polio
Day in bringing awareness to the public
that we have to be on guard to never let
polio get out of hand again. People still
need to be vaccinated.
Favourite song and movie?
‘Don’t Worry, Be Happy’ always makes
me smile; I’m an optimist. My favourite
movie is ‘Dare to Be Wild’, based on a
true story.
If you could achieve one more thing for
Antigua & Barbuda, what would it be?
For a number of years, I’ve been involved
in efforts to close ‘swim with dolphin’
programmes – I call them dolphin
prisons. I believe it’s wrong to imprison
innocent marine mammals. There’s a very
dark side behind the ‘dolphin smile’ of
how they suffer. I would like to get a law
passed preventing any marine mammal
captivity here ever again. n
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Peace of mind. Piece of paradise.
We’ve got you covered.
For over 35 years, Global Bank of Commerce,
Antigua’s oldest institution providing international and
wholesale financial services, has offered its clients the
perfect balance of world class banking, security and
convenience.
Antigua is an independent and sovereign jurisdiction
since 1981, and GBC is well positioned to manage the
portfolios of the more selective investor, who may also
qualify to obtain citizenship via a regulated process.
Contact us and learn how we can support your financial
goals, today and tomorrow.

Global Commerce Centre
Old Parham Road
P.O. Box W1803
St. John’s, Antigua, West Indies
Tel: (268) 480-2240
Fax: (268) 462-1831
email: customer.service@gbc.ag
www.globalbankofcommerce.com
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Wholesale Banking
Priority Banking
Portfolio Management
Bespoke Card Services
Citizenship Service Providers
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